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cAlUr^s Utter

Like the countless seniors before me looking back at my four years at Butler, I too think, "It all went

so fast." Some weeks seemed to fly by Monday melting quickly into Friday, with weekends just long

enough to catch a breath. The first snow fall, a reality check, reminding you that its almost finals, and

the semester is almost over. I'm still waiting for spring to remind me that in a week I'll be in the "real"

world.

It was a crazy four years, and I learned a lot about myself and about Butler. For instance, the best

time to walk around campus is dawn. There is

simply no greater satisfaction than completing a

project or paper after working throughout the night.

Bloodshot tired eyes or the classes you're debating

on skipping to catch up on sleep don't seem to

matter walking home as the sun rises.

When people asked me what I did in college, I

always wanted to be able to say, "It would be easier

to tell you what I didn't do." But four years later, I

realized, how much you do doesn't matter. My
favorite things were the simple things, a walk to

Baskin Robbins or reading poetry at the bridge that

goes no where. I will leave Butler remembering not

the organizations but the place and its people.

The 1996 Drift is dedicated to the faculty and staff

who challenged and supported us, the friends we

admired, and all who made us laugh. It is also

dedicated to the campus itself, and how season after

season, it is we who changed as it always stays the

same.
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The evergreens stand tall in their mounded, redwood mulch; the white walks trickle through the

short-clipped green grass; the breeze tunneling through the malls carry the the aroma of earth, wood chips.

and baked

The

that "I am

aw^-

concrete; Jordan hall looks oddly welcoming.

first few days on campus we greeted old friends and marveled silently

now a senior," while watching the freshmen skip orientation. It was a

time of return for the upperclassmen: time to forget the summer intern-

factory jobs, time to forget the pains of living at home but away from

summer. For the freshmen, it was a time to begin.

ships, the

home" all

The first two months melted away and August soon gave way to mid-terms as Homecoming

approached, and JCFA turned 100.... The alumni returned one last time to watch Arnold Mickens play in the

Butler Bowl, and it was finally time to get down to serious studying. Freshmen considered rush between

tests and parties, and Upperclassmen were

cheer of arriving disappeared. Long, sharp

freindly squirrelsburied nuts in the ground . |

unusually nice to them. The fervor and

catalypa seeds lay on the lawns, and our

Only a few weeks would be left for con-

templative walks down to the Gardens beckoned by the turning leaves.

15



ON
THE ROAD

Two Butler students

braved the elements

and gave an account

of life on the go.

Ihe sport-utility vehicle was packed and

chocked-full of provisions, the Bob Dylan

was in the tapedeck. and I was about to

embark on a two-day stint into the wilderness.

I decided with an adventurous comrade to

spend part of Buder's 1995 Fall Break

regaining my lost communion with Mother

Earth while eating canned food and sleeping

in a plastic tent. There is nothing like eating

cold marshmallow creme out of a jar while

picking out constellations in a black, country

sky. Such experiences were cheapened by

mere words...

The drive down to Whitehall, Indiana went

without a hitch, other than the traffic jams

caused by hundreds of

other I.U. kids going to

camp in THEIR sport

utility vehicles. It was

truly a surreal experi-

ence, watching car after

car pass us, each one

looking eerily similar

to the last. Each driver

was wearing a baseball

cap and a dark-colored

fleece. Each vehicle

had equipment in the

back and a catchy

bumper sticker

adorning the window.

The Pathfinder in front

of us bore numerous university names...

Columbia, Hai-vard, I.U., ITT Tech. And
beneath them all. a little footnote was taped...

"BROKE." One particularly attractive

woman in a Jeep applied lipstick to her

immaculate face while speeding onward.

I suddenly understood what Moses must

have felt like while leading the Israelites out

of Egypt. There was a certain sense of

community, watching fellow campers off in

search of peace through nal';:ec. We all waved

and smiled. One especially friendly soul

flashed a peace sign from a VW sttiiion

wagon. The huge caravan forded streams,

broke trail through a number of uncharted

There was a cer-

tain sense of

community,

watching fellow

campers off in

search ofpeace

through nature.

-Stasia Demos

territories, and then suddenly dispersed.

As we drove, I mentioned to Jarrod (the

adventurous comrade) that it was extremely

ironic how middle to upper-class college kids

like us have found it trendy to disappear into

the woods for a few days with plastic tents

and jars of marshmallow creme. He agreed.

In retaliation to an impending sense of

conformity, we decided to stay in my parent's

cabin instead of attempting to be the Colle-

giate Wonder Campers. Who were we

kidding, anyway? It was forty degrees and

drizzling...

We arrived at the cabin, stoked the

woodbuming stove, played a little Monopoly,

and watched the flying squirrels skydive from

the rafters in the loft. The rain beat a comfort-

ing cadence on the thin roof. We grinned at

each other and leaned back in the rickety

rocking chairs with our jars of marshmallow

creme, thinking about all of the suckers out

there in the tents. The fire crackled cheerily.

The squirrels, having gained a bit of courage,

swooped even closer to our bare heads. We
fell asleep in front of the fire... content.

After a morning of good hiking and an even

better breakfast, we headed home. We
laughed at the bedraggled folks who toughed

it out and stayed outside. They looked damp

and miserable. We saw the attractive woman
in the Jeep who, suddenly, didn't look quite

so attractive anymore. She turned off into an

expensive subdivision, presumably to find her

massaging shower head and a fluffy towel.

We discussed the fact that, sometimes, it feels

good to be a little crusty and disgusting.

Perhaps, this was the appeal that camping has

to us, middle to upper-class college kids. We
could get dirty and messy and then come

home to our fuzzy towels and massaging

shower heads. In one cynical sentence, here

was what we figured out: It was impossible

for us to truly realize the elements in all their

glory while ingesting artificially preserved

food in an even more artificial 'natural"

experience.

Great weekend, though.

<
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Andrew Levy, currently the co-

director for the Writer's Studio, is

also co-editing the Norton

Anthology ofPoit-Modeni

American Fiction

Hard at work, Andy Levy keeps

busy while preparing for courses

such as an English seminar

about Mark Twain.

RIGHT: The English faculty and
Senior English majors enjoy

lunch in the writers studio.
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A WRITER
OUR MIDSTIN

A Butler professor

mixed talent and

a love of writing

to achieve success.

Ijutler University was home to a published

author during the Fall of 1995. He was also a

member of its distinguished English depart-

ment faculty. This associate professor was

none-other-than Dr. Andrew Levy. The roots

of his published writing could be traced back

to the work he did at Johns Hopkins University

in completing his Master's degree in creative

writing. He continued his educational pursuit

of writing at the University of Pennsylvania,

where he earned his Ph.D. in English. How-

ever, throughout his college career, professors

would continually encourage students to

submit their work for publication. It took

Levy many attempts and rejections to get a

short story published in a magazine called The

Kansas Quarterly.

This acceptance and subsequent publication

of his work did not come without a strong

commitment to writing. Dr. Levy said that

becoming a published author requires "luck

and persistence." Also, he said that a budding

writer needs "to be prepared to be rejected."

Another requirement for successful publication

according to Dr. Levy, is that "you need to

love writing and want people to read your

writing."

The pursuit and practice of writing was

nothing new to Dr. Levy by the time he was

published. He said that he began writing

when he was nine. "I always loved it, now

more than ever" Levy remembered. Actually

writing became such an integral part of his life

that Dr. Levy said he felt "unhappy" when he

was not working on a project.

During the Fall of 1993. Dr. Levy was hard

at work co-editing the Norton Anthology of

Post-Modem American Fiction. Also, he was

engaged in putting together a book of his own

essays about American places and their

connection to great works of American

Literature, a project already being pursued

by several publishing

firms. Earlier in

1995, Dr. Levy had

published a creative

writing textbook in

association with

Harcourt Brace.

When he was not

working on his own

writing. Dr. Levy

could be found in the

classroom teaching

works of the great

American authors. He

taught freshman

English seminars on

Mark Twain and other journalists during the

Fall of 1995. Also he introduced a seminar

course in American Cultural Studies to the

English department curriculum, which

provided students with the opportunity to

study celebrities, the media, and shopping

malls, as if a piece of literary text. Dr. Levy's

courses were always innovative and reflected

his multi-disciplinary interests.

B\ Megan Farley

You need to love

writing and want

people to read your

writing. ... 1 al-

ways loved it, now

more than ever.

-Andy Levy

Unhappy when not \\ orking on a

project, Andy Le\y feels writing is

an integral part of his hfe.
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Brewing
A TRFNO

Coffeehouses made
the move from retro

and shift into main-

stream Hfe.

J\ s the leaves of Indiana's many trees

began to fall, and cool evenings became
the norm, Butler students had a yen for

Java. However, the popularity of coffee-

houses was nothing new to Indianapolis

and Butler students, as the NBC-TV show
"Friends" helped promote this growing

trend. Coffeehouses were viewed as a

great break from studying or a new
atmosphere for dining. The fad of

coffeehouses sprang right out of the retro

era but was now seen as fresh and getting

hotter by the

From the street

corners of subur-

ban Indianapohs to

its booming down-

town, there was a

coffeehouse to fit

everyone's person-

ahty and needs.

moment. From
the street corners

of suburban

Indianapolis to

its booming
downtown, there

was a coffee-

house to fit

everyone's

personality and

needs.

First, for the

person who liked

the funky and

alternative scene,

the Village Idiot

of Broad Ripple was the perfect place. It

mirrored Broad Ripple to a "T," from the

atmosphere to the food and beverages

served.

The prices were very reasonable. For

example, a cup of cafe mocha (fabulous)

was a mere $1.45! The menu also

included various foods for breakfast,

lunch, or dinner, which ranged from three

to seven dollars. To add to the coffee

experience, the Village Idiot also had a

great variety of home-baked muffins,

bagels, and desserts. These items really

enhanced the coffee flavor! This coffee-

house even provided entertainment for

the customer who was not content to

simply sip coffee. They had ;":al

acoustic music on the weekena\ and
displayed local artwork throughout U e

week.

A very different coffeehouse experi-

ence could have been had by journeying

to Finale at Clearwater Crossing, on the

Indianapolis northeast-side. It was
mainly targeted toward the sophisticated

and trendy crowd that frequented this

area. Finale was solely a dessert cafe,

which made it a great way to end an

evening on the town. The desserts and

coffee that were available had a totally

different twist to them than those found at

the Village Idiot. Perhaps the biggest

difference could be found in the prices of

the items available. For an ample serving

of cheesecake or pie at Finale, one paid

between four and six dollars, which was

quite a contrast to the one-fifty to two

dollar prices of similar fare at the Village

Idiot. Another difference between the two

restaurants could have been observed in

their atmospheres. Finale had an ultra-

modern decor of gold accents, marbleized

tables, and Roman-inspired pillars. In a

tribute to an era of the past, the Village

Idiot created an old-fashioned appearance

with its antique furniture and small rooms
of a converted house. Entertainment

offered by Finale was generated by the

variety of popular music on the radio,

which included: Hootie and the Blowfish,

Annie Lennox, and various instrumental

selections. The type of music played in

these coffeehouses definitely reflected

their distinct personalities.

By Kelly Senn
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Marion workers. Shonda

Montgomery and Charisse Turner

are kept on their toes during such

events as Parent's Weekend and

Homecomins:

Ellen, a familiar and favorite

Mariott employee, always serves

meals with a smile, regardless of

the occasion.

Beautifying Butler's campus for

prospective students is a job held by

Facilities Management. Such

improvements include planting

flowers around campus.
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A MODIFIED
MENU?

Did Mariott

cater only to

visiting students

and guests?

Ihe cafeteria looked a bit cleaner. The menu

actually matched what was being served.

Those brown bananas were carefully tucked

out of sight. It must have been a Fall 1995

Butler Visit Day! It seemed to many students

that there were vast improvements made in the

Atherton and Resco cafeterias on days when

prospective students were present. The salad

bar looked better, and a wider variety of food

was served. However, current Butler students

believed that these food improvements created

a false impression of daily dining on the meal

plan. This opinion was contrary, of course, to

the objectives of the Marriott Corporation,

which insisted that the cafeteria was run no

differently than usual on a visit day. Accord-

ing to Food Services, Butler students were

mistaken in thinking that Marriott made

intentional improvements in order to mislead

and impress prospective students.

A Marriott employee who wished to remain

anonymous, explained that Food Services did

not make special alterations to the cafeterias

on visit days. She said that all the menus were

computerized and put on a four-week schedule

by Marriott's head office, which was unaware

of plans made by Butler's Admissions staff.

She maintained that "everything is the same as

it normally is. The computer doesn't know

when visitors are coming!" The Marriott

employee also said that Butler students were

always her chief concern, as "We want to be

gracious to our guests, but we really try to be

convenient to Butler students by posting, in

advance, when visitors are coming."

However, some Butler students did feel that

there are noticeable differences in the cafeteria

on visit days. Lisa Hennings, a freshman

History major said, "You don't run out of food

or drinks on a visitor day; the fruit is fresh

and not all bruised up, and the dishware is

clean! It should be like that all the time."

Another Butler student during the Fall of

1995, Melissa Tyner, a second year Pharmacy

student, felt that the

atmosphere in the

cafeteria was much

improved during a

visitor occasion.

Tyner stated, "I notice

that the quality of food

is better and the

Marriott workers are

friendlier on those

particular days."

Marriott may have,

in fact, made improve-

ments during visitor

days. However,

Butler students simply

may have been

looking back to their pre-student dining

experience with rose-tinted glasses. Which-

ever scenario was the case, real or imagined,

visit day improvements seemed to have little

impact on the students' s total view of Butler.

Though there was a fair amount of complain-

ing about the preferential treatment shown to

prospective students, as well as the food

service in general, most students said that food

quality had little to do with their decision to

attend Butler University. Tyner concluded.

"When I came here [to visit] I thought that the

food was pretty good, but I based my choice to

come to Butler on its quality of education.

Good food would be a plus, though."

B^ Marshelle Dawkins

.Atherton Union, which serves as

Butler's student union. i.s often a

central location for \ isitation day

meetings and meals.

Everything is the

same as it normally

is. The computer

doesn 't know when

visitors are coming.

-An anonymous

Mariott employee
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BUTLER:
AFTER DARK

A quick guide to what

four typical Butler

students liked to do

on a Saturday night.

I t was an autumn Saturday night

on Butler University campus, and

students were getting ready for their

weekend rituals. A few of these

students let me in on what their

plans were for a typical night out.

Over at Schwitzer, Jen, a fresh-

man, was getting ready to go out.

She started the night with some pre-

partying in her room with some of

her friends and then, when the clock

struck ten, they

all migrated to

[Fraternities where the music

was loud, the

are] just notfor boys were cute,

and the beer was

, . flowing. Where
the parties

did they find all

three? At the

(anymore), but nearest frater-

nity, of course.

for the friend- They wisely went
to the one where
they actually

knew people,

which increased

-Karma, Senior their chances of

getting in. After

partying there

through the

night, they made it back to their

dorms, somewhere around 2:00 a.m.

Kevin, a sophomore, remembered
that freshman stage quite vividly.

As a freshman, he frequented those

socials on a regular basis; however,

with one year of experience under

his belt, his social habits have

changed slightly. "I still attend

fraternity socials," Keven noted,

"but I usually just go to the socials

thrown by the fraternity where most
of my friends belong." He ex-

plained that it was more fun to go to

one where you actually knew most
of the people in the room. If he

ships.

didn't attend a social then he usually

grabbed hold of the opportunity to

get off campus and went to see

movies with friends.

Chris, a junior, was an R.A. (Resi-

dent Assistant) at one of the resi-

dence halls. This restricted him in

some aspects, and he wasn't always

free to leave the building if he was
on call. In fact when on call, he had

to stay in the building from 6:00

p.m. Friday until 8:00 a.m. Monday
with only half-hour breaks for

dinner. "Having a girlfriend," Chris

stated, "I typically spend most of my
free time with her on the weekends."

When he wasn't on duty, they took

advantage of these golden opportuni-

ties and ran away from campus for

the evening. Usually they went out

to eat and then did some shopping or

maybe went to a movie. Proof that

as you get older, you need more
sleep, Chris usually called it a night

around 12:30 or 1:00 a.m.

Karma, a senior and a member of a

sorority, was over twenty-one so her

options for a Saturday night were a

little broader. Most of Karma's
friends were in fraternities, so as a

senior she still frequented their

socials. When asked if fraternities

were as important to her now as they

were in the past, she replied, "It's

just not for the parties (anymore),

but for the friendships." If her

friends' fraternities weren't having a

social that night, she would be found

with her friends hanging in Broad
Ripple at some local bars. They
would go there to get away from the

pressures of school and to just enjoy

being with friends. Karma would
stay out anywhere from mid-night to

all night. "When having fun, why
stop?"

By Laura Hooper

A typical Saturday night social

includes a packed dance floor and

loud music.
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Chris, who is a Resident

Assistant in ResCo, hkes to

spend time with his girlfiiend

on the weekends.

ABOVE: Karma, a metiiber of

.Alpha Chi Omega, enjoys her

.Senior year by spending time in

Broad Ripple and with her close

friends in fraternities.

Broad Ripple Village, located

northeast of Butler's campus along

I he canal, is a popular socializing

location for students.
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CONTINENTAL
Bo Krabbe-Clausen: In his environment

IMPORT
BY ROBIN HURLEY

IJ o Krabbe-Clausen. a senior

telecommunications major,

hailed from Denmark. After

hosting an exchange student from

the United States, Bo journeyed

from Denmark to visit him.

During this trip. Bo visited

Butler's campus and picked up

an application. When he re-

ceived his letter of acceptance.

Bo found himself unsure of what

to do. Soon after. Bo went to

Brussels to visit a friend. His

friend's uncle was the vice-

president of the EEC, European

Economic Community, and was

familiar with Butler University.

He congratulated Bo for being

accepted and told him how
prestigious the university was.

He saw Butler as what an ivy

league school should be. Im-

pressed by this recommendation.

Bo decided to attend.

The education which Bo

received at Butler also included

the differences between the U.S.

and European cultures. He

perceived that some Americans

could be very close-minded. "In

Europe," Bo explained, "The

people are more laid back and

tend to talk more about personal

issues." He observed, "Even in

the last three years since I've

been here, the U.S. and Butler

have progressed in liberality.

Three years ago the University

would never have allowed the

Dr. Ruth lecture." He credited

Butler's Study Abroad Program

and President Bannister for

encouraging "more openness and

an attempt to decrease ethnic

stereotypes."

During iiis first two years at

Butler, Bo lived at the Phi Psi

house. However, he decided that

he wanted a place of his own
during his junior year. When the

opportunity to be an R.A. at

26

ResCo came up, he jumped at

the chance. Adjusting to dorm

life, was not too hard for Bo,

but he missed his fraternity

brothers too. He still remem-

bered his freshman year at the

fraternity house, when all the

brothers went skydiving a

month after he pledged. It was

his first bonding experience.

As far back as he could

remember. Bo Krabbe-Clausen

loved film-making. "As a child

I was mesmerized by the Marx

Brothers and Charlie Chaplin.

In Europe, black and white films

were still prominent on screen

and I learned a great deal of

English and American culture

from the movies."

This past summer Bo had the

opportunity to live in Indonesia.

He said that this job, working

for a production house that

produced commercials, videos,

and programs, really made him

excited about his major. To

his surprise, he was given his

own project and his own budget.

For the first time, he was respon-

sible for an entire project. Bo

said, "We shot an E.R. scene

—

just like the T.V. show—only we

made it even more intense. This

guy posed as a flat liner and

when the doctor shocked him, he

flew several feet in the air. It was

pretty funny."

Since that. Bo has done five or

six videos, including an AIDS
awareness announcement. Bo

said he had thought television

production would have been

harder. "You just need an

understanding of the basic

principles."

ABOVE: Bo

looks toward Butler's

campus from a

lounge in Resco.

BELOW:Bo studies behind

one of the many murals

which line the international

unit's walls.



HER GREATEST
Diane Timmerman

ROLE
BY MELISSA SNYDER

it was very important, in any

career, not only to acquire

textbook knowledge, but to learn

what was in the field itself. In

theatre, this was not only impor-

tant— but vital. Two years ago,

the Jordan College of Fine Arts'

s

Theatre Department added not

only a professor, but a profes-

sional actress to its faculty. Diane

Timmerman, the department's

newest acting professor during the

Fall of 1995, had performed both

on stage and in film.

She worked for many years in

Chicago as a professional actress,

and appeared in the film. The

Package, which starred Gene

Hackman. She received her

Master's Degree in Acting from

Indiana University in

Bloomington, before settling in

Indianapolis with her husband, a

professor of Philosophy and

Religion at Wabash College.

Diane heard of the position that

was open at Butler through a

friend, who thought the job had

"Diane" written all over it.

Since Diane arrived at Butler,

she made many visible changes in

the Theatre Department. She

helped select plays with more

women's roles, as the department

was dominated by women. She

felt it was important to "provide

more opportunities for women."

Also, Diane had directed two

shows, iMundry and Bourbon and

Crimes of the Heart.

In addition to directing shows,

Diane taught stage movement,

acting classes, and Shakespeare

acting. When asked if she

preferred teaching or directing,

Timmerman had a hard time

I

ABOVE: Diane Timmerman
works at her computer

I

LEFT: Timmerman, who
worl^ed for many years as an

actress in Chicago, is at home
in her new role at Butler.

deciding. "There is a lot of

overlap," she said. "Directing is

more of an immediately gratify-

ing project in the creative sense,

but teaching gives you more of a

sense of growing."

However the obvious question

for Diane Timmerman was, why
would a professional actress want

to give up the exciting pursuit of

her own career to teach? "The-

atre is a big part of my life," she

responded, "I'm lucky, I get to

work everyday." Diane further

explained that while teaching

gave her "a sense of mission," she

also kept an active involvement in

professional theatre. She said

that she still enjoys it. but "I get

to interact in a more fulfilling

way [in the classroom]. I want

my life to be more than just about

'me'. I like the community

feeling of a university — the give

and take. And I like to be busy."

Diane had no shortage of being

busy in her life. In addition to her

responsibilities as teacher,

director, and performer, Diane

added the ones of mother to her

life with the arrival of a new

baby. Despite these many roles

to play, Timmerman felt that her

life was not chaotic. She said,

"I'm comfortable with myself as

both an actor and a teacher, and

am ready to have a child. In fact,

I feel that I have the best of both

worlds."

Diane Timmerman's most

valuable lesson to her students

was to "find out what part of your

life, or how much of your life is

theater, and remember that." This

was a very important lesson to

learn. An actor may. as

Timmerman pointed out, "sacri-

fice his whole life to get maybe

nothing." Thus Diane taught hsr

students, not only about the

theatre, but also about life.
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RIGHT: Kellv Gardner

takes advantage of

a pleasant fall

afternoon to studv.

BOTTOM: Gardner.

who hopes to further her

studies of biochemistry,

spends the evening in.

MASTER OF
Kelly Gardner's equation for success

THE LA
JVelly Gardner, a senior chemistry

major at Butler University, lioped to

go to graduate school for Biochemis-

try. She was looking at Northwestern

and Wisconsin. "I love to work with

proteins." Gardner explained, "their

folds, changes, what makes them

work, and how they can help us."

She was drawn to this area of

research because proteins can be used

to produce important medications.

This year Kelly was in the process

of completing her major and planned

to enter research as a profession

because of its emphasis upon

concepts and theories. Kelly never

changed her major at Butler, as the

basic ideas of chemistry were always

one of her passions in life.

She became interested in chemistry

research through her grandfather, who

worked for Eli Lilly in Greenfield,

Indiana. After seeing the experimen-

tation he handled in the toxicology

department, Kelly knew that she

wanted to enter the science profes-

sion. Since her early exposure to

chemistry, Kelly became interested in

Pharmaceutical and agricultural

research.

The Butler Summer Institute (BSI)

research program provided Kelly with

an opportunity to work on a project

with a mentor in the Chemistry

department. She chose Dr. Joe
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Kirsch, head of the chemistry

department, and began researching

with him. Dr. Kirsch was a great

help to Kelly, as he advised her

about career decisions as well.

Kelly said, "He encouraged me to

look toward research and check out

opportunities in industry. He pushed

me to go on to graduate school and

always had high expectations of me."

Over the summer of 1995, Kelly

also completed an internship with

DowElanco, a company that tested

pesticides and herbicides. Kelly was

working with a chemical method

development group, which probed

the effects of spraying pesticides and

herbicides.

Gardner has spent two semes-

ters doing independent study

work in Chemistry, and obtained

a $2000 B.S.L research grant to

conduct experiments during the

summer of 1995. During BSI,

Kelly spent around 40 hours a

week working on her research

with Dr. Kirsch and five hours a

week working on her indepen-

dent studies. Since the Fall of

1995 began, Kelly has also

worked five hours a week on her

senior thesis. However, Kelly

was not phased by her hectic

schedule, instead saying, "It's all

part of the job."



THE NEW
David Clark gets his feet wet

ARRIVAL
BY ANN EWBANK

L/avid Clark barely had time to "think about the pressures of a new

job," while becoming immersed into his role as Assistant Director of Campus

Activities at Butler. He joined the Campus Activities staff in the middle of

August 1995 — just prior to new student orientation. After coming from his

position as a residence hall coordinator at Ball State's Indiana Academy, Clark

welcomed the chance to work with "mature, responsible students." As his

inaugural year drew to a close, Clark said he did not "feel like the new person

anymore, even though there are things I am still learning." He credited the

other Campus Activities staff, "Melinda [Rivelli], Julie [Beggs], and Mrs.

Brady with helping me."

As the Assistant Director of Campus Activities, David Clark's main responsi-

bility was to "advise student groups, which include; four Program Board

committees, SGA, Commuter Association, The Drift," as well as "supervising

Atherton Union Fitness Center." "I am in the process of "putting together a

leadership program, which would begin in the Fall of 1996," he noted. Clark

looked forward to the challenge of making the leadership program "individual-

ized, but legitimate at the same time." He explained that it would involve a

great deal of "self-assessment, which would allow students to improve upon

their strengths and identify areas which they want to develop." Initially the

program would be open to all students, which would allow it to "reach those

who are already involved as well as those who would not typically have

identified themselves as leaders." Each student would be assigned to one staff

member and one upper class student, who would serve as a mentor.

It was not surprising that David Clark eventually became a part of a univer-

sity setting. He said that he "really enjoyed" his own college experience at Ball

State, so it seemed natural for him to center his professional life around it as

well. Clark was always involved in education, even teaching high school

history and sociology for three years. His desire to return to the "college

atmosphere," lead Clark to earn his master's degree in Student Personnel and

Administration in Higher Education.

ABOVE: David Clark, assistant

director of campus activities,

oversees sucti groups as tlie

Commuter Association and

the Drift.

ABOVE CENTER: David Clark, with

his best Dana Carvey impersonation, is

looking spiffy as ever as Butler's newest

heartthrob.

LEFT: David Clark takes

the time to explain the

process of event registration

to a student.
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Kappa Alpha Theta
Thmgs I love most

about being a Theta

are all the opportuni-

ties I have had and

the friendships I've

gained. Theta wel-

comes girls of all

different backgrounds

and beliefs, but all are

bonded by a united

trust and loyalty to

Theta. I am proud to

be a part of the most

diversely, wonderful

house on campus.

—Karen Rehm,
senior

Residential College

This year, Resco

extravaganza was

great. I loved

the Karaoke.

—Jen Self, senior
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frBETA Phi

Arrow Games are

so much fun.

Everyone just lets

loose because

classes are over and

it's so much fun.

It 's the best time

for a campus evert.

-Kathy Huegel,

senior

Alpha Chi Omega
Inspiration week is

the best, everyone

pulls together as a

team .... The

week also allows

us, as sisters, to

apend quality time

together where we

can talk and relive

the first steps of

becoming Alpha

Chi Omegas.

—Amv Rentfrow,
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Our spontaneous was

J.

so fun this year! It

was announced at a

(fake) candlelight on a

Tuesday night. Our

roommates had three

days to find us a date

and we didn't find HBHUlEi-'.

out who our dates

were untd they picked

us up that Friday

night. }Ne all went to

Discoven/ Zone and

had a blast. Shs
-Alissa Rager,

junior

^iPHA

Kappa Kappa Gamma
At the Kappa/ Sigma

Chi barn bash the

funniest thing hap-

pened. The trip to

the dance took tivo

hours, but on the

way, we had to pull

over because so many

girls had to go to the

bathroom. Three

busloads of people

lined up along side of

the road to relieve

themselves.

—Amy Masten,

junior
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OeltaGamma

/ 't^

±1V1.r^

Rush is great

because it brings

everyone in the

i^^^^K
house together. We
work so hard on the

skits and decora-

tions. Though it

can be stressful at

times, we all feel

really great about it

afterwards.

—Susan Rudolph,

fi

t

junior

Prior to attending

Butler, it was my
intent to be a well-

rounded individual.

I wanted to party,

be active on cam-

pus, get my grades,

obtain friends for

life, and most

importantly have

fun doing it all.

Phi-Psi made it all

feasible.

—Mike Enstrom,

junior
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The Butler Cheerleading Squad helps to

get the crowd fired up at the Pep rally

sponsored by the SGA Program Board

Homecoming committee.

While attending a Program Board meeting,

Ann Ewbank and Angle Erwin voice

concerns about upcoming

events sponsored by SGA.

Dr. Ruth visits Butler. Her intent was to

educate Butler students about sexuality.

The talk was sponsored by the Program

Board Lectures committee and

NUVO Newsweekly.
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program board

KEEPERS OF
THE CASH

by laura hooper

When asked how students

feh about Butler's Programming

Board, I was greeted with blanlv

stares and confused looks. This

lack of awareness seemed to be

present not only in freshman,

who were excused because of

their greenness, but also in

seniors. As one student blatantly

put it, "As soon as you tell me
what it is, I'll tell you how I feel

about it."

Program Board

was an essential part

of SGA (Student

Government Asso-

ciation), and its

purpose was to plan

events of a social and

educational nature

throughout the year.

Program Board

consisted of several

committees: Com-
munity Awareness,

Concerts, Films,

Lectures, Publicity,

Recreation, Special

Events, and Spring ~^^^^
Sports Spectacular, just to name

a few. To head these commit-

tees, fourteen committee chairs

were chosen from students who
subinitted applications in the

spring. According to Melinda

Rivelli, Director of Campus
Activities, they tried to choose a

variety, including sophomores,

juniors, seniors, Greeks, Resi-

dents, and Commuters. Once

chosen, these committee chairs

. . . it's purpose

is to plan

events of

social and

educational

nature

throughout the

year.

met weekly with each other and

their committees. To be on a

committee, one simply had to

sign up.

Since the Programming Board

was a part of SGA, their budget

came from SGA. Stephanie

Russell , SGA's vice-president

of programming, was essentially

in charge of Program Board.

She estimated the budget to be

near $75,000. (The

overall budget for

SGA was around

$107,000.) This

budget was allocated

to the different

committees according

to the past success of

these events. The

event with the biggest

fund was Homecom-
ing because it was an

entire week of

planned events.

When asked several

students estimated

the budget around

^^^^ $25,000, and all were

fairly surprised at the size of the

actual budget.

One student expressed that

she wished that they would

poll the students to see what

interests them. Amy, a

senior, explained, "I don't

mind if they spend that much
money, as long as it's spent

on educational events or

traditional events, such as

Homecoming."
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MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

At Bradley Invitational: Scored as dual

meets

At Ohio State Invitational: 4th of 5

At Depauw Invitational: 1st of 8

At Notre Dame Invitational: 25th of 27

At Indiana Intercollegiate Meet: 12th of 27

AtMCCMeet: 3rd of 7

At NCAA District IV Meet: 20th of 31

At Purdue 30, Illinois 50, Butler 63

At Ohio State Invitational: 3rd of 5

At Depauw Invitational: 1st of 6

At Maine Invitational: 6th of 8

At Indiana Intercollegiate Meet: 5th of 23

At MCC Meet: 2nd of 9

At NCAA District IV Meet: 13th of 31
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Men & Women's

C ross^Country

Running hasn 't always
been easy—it took me nearly two
years to figure out what my
priorities were and to get into a groove.

Our program has gone through drastic

changes, especially with new coach Joe

Franklin. He has improved the program so

that we are competmg at a higher level and gomg
to better meets. Therefore, it makes us work harder.

Running against tougher competition lias definitely made

us stonger.

Kim Lubbehusen, senior
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pootball

This year was a rebuilding
season, hut next year the

inexperience will turn into

experience and, hopefully, a winning

season. Our running game was

definitely our strongest aspect this year.

A^SIf^ §. %:%^l^mrg^'^^^
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W- HOWARD PAYNE, 17-7

L- At Towson State, 3-34

L- At Milliken, 15-27

L- WIS.-STEVENS POINT, 0-37

L- DRAKE*, 8-29

L- VALPARAISO*, 42-44

L- At Dayton*, 13-49

L- THOMAS MORE, 29-37

W- At Evansville*, 14-13

L- At San Diego*, 16-37

*Pioneer Football League game
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WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
(19-11,11-3 MCC)

W- Boise State%, 15-11, 11-15, 16-14, 5-15, 15-9

L- At Oregon State%, 9-15, 5-15, 5-15

W- Villanova%, 10-15, 15-9, 15-11, 15-11

L- Fresno State%, 9-15, 11-15, 5-15

W- Western Illinois+, 15-0, 15-1, 15-5

W- Morehead State+, 15-3, 15-12, 2-15, 15-9

W- Eastern Illinois-(-, 15-3, 15-3, 15-7

W- At Eastern Illinois, 15-2, 15-12, 15-6

L- Minnesota*, 5-15, 3-15, 14-16

L- At Kentucky*, 12-15, 12-15, 15-10, 8-15

W- At Loyola Chicago*, 18-16, 17-15, 15-11

L- Atlndiana, 11-15, 12-15, 11-15

W- WIS. MILWAUKEE*, 15-11, 15-8, 15-9

W- WIS. -GREEN BAY*, 15-4, 15-3, 15-7

W- At Dayton, 15-6, 15-12, 15-11

W- CLEVELAND STATE*, 16-14, 15-3, 15-7

W- WRIGHT STATE*, 15-8, 15-5, 15-5

W- ILLINOIS-CHICAGO*, 15-5, 15-13, 15-9

W- At Wis.-Green Bay*, 15-13, 15-2, 15-5

W- At Wis.-Milwaukee*, 15-4, 15-5, 15-6

L - NO. ILLINOIS*, 8-15, 15-11, 15-12, 14-16, 13-15

W- LOYOLA CHICAGO*, 10-15, 15-12, 15-12, 15-7

L- BALL STATE, 12-15, 7-15, 13-15

L- At Wright State, 15-8, 5-15, 15-8, 8-15, 9-15

W- At Cleveland State*, 15-2, 15-11, 15-10

L- MIAMI (OHIO), 11-15, 15-9, 7-15, 15-5, 11-15

W- At Ill.-Chicago*, 14-16, 14-16, 15-10, 15-5, 15-10

W- At Valparaiso, 15-11, 15-8, 15-3

L- Loyola**, 7-15, 13-15, 13-15

%-Oregon State Tournament

+-Depaul Tournament

#-Kentucky Tournament

**MCC Tournament
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Volleyball

It was really nice to come
to a program with such

strong leadership from the

upperclassmen. It really made the

transition into college—especially

college sports—easier.

Amy Pickett, freshman
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Men & Women's

Soccer

This season really went

hetter than we had hoped. The

highUghts of the year were heating

I.U. and making it to the sweet sixteen.

It was mi exciting year for everyone,

especially the freshmen, because Butler hasn 't

made it to the NCAA fmals in over 30 years.
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MEN'S SOCCER WOMEN'S SOCCER
(18-5-1, 6-1-1 MCC) (10-7-2, 6-0 MCC)

W- EVANSVILLE, 2-1 (OT) W- At Wright State*, 4-1

W- E. ILLINOIS, 6-1 L- At Wisconsin, 0-1

W- At Loyola Chicago*, 4-2 W- SOUTH ALABAMA, 2-1

W- At Northern Ilhnois*, 2-0 L- CINCINNATI, 1-2

W- CINCINNATI, 2-1 T- MARQUETTE, 1-1

W- At Louisville, 2-1 W- NORTHERN ILLINOIS*,

L - At norida Int' l#,l-3 7-0

W- South norida#, 3-2 W- INDIANA, 2-1

W- SOU. METHODIST+, 2- W- DETROIT*, 1-0

KOT) T- AtXavier, 1-1

L - SAN DIEGO+, 0-4 W- WISCONSIN-MILWAU
L- At Indiana, 0-1 (OT) KEE*, 3-0

W- ILLINOIS- W- At Evansville, 3-2

CHICAGO*, 3-0 L- At Minnesota, 0-3

W- WISC.-GREENBAY*, 2-0 L- OHIO STATE, 1-3

W- At Wisconsin, 1-0 W- At Loyola Chicago*, 2-0

T - At Detroit*, 1-1 W- WISCONSIN-GREEN
L- At Wright State*, 3-0 BAY*, 6-0

W- WISCONSIN- W- At Michigan, 3-2

MILWAUKEE*, 1-0 L- MICHIGAN STATE, 1-2

W- CLEVELAND ST.*, 1-0 L- At Notre Dame, 2-8

W- Loyola (MCC), 4-0 L- Wisconsin-Milwaukee

W- At N. Illinois(MCC), 1-0 (MCC), 2-6

W- Detroit (MCC), 5-2 (OT) *MCC match

W- CENTRAL CONNECTI-
CUT STATE**, 3-1

W- At Indiana***, 1-0

L- At Portland***, 1-4

*MCC match
#Golden Panther Invitational

+Butler Soccerfest

**NCAA Play-In Game
***NCAA Tournament
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I think, perhaps,

this night will never end.

The candle will flicker.

The wind will blow,

The rain will fall,

and I will never sleep.

I sigh.

You snort,

contentedly wrapped in a blanket

won in an earlier tug of war,

slipping farther and farther

into oblivion,

oblivious to my tired eyes.

And I think

that somewhere

someone must be laughing.

You are dreaming now.

Talking,

words and phrases

cross from your world to mine.

Twitching.

your arms jerk,

which reminds me of convulsions.

I envy you.

My hand slows your movement.

It pushes you back into slumber.

I can feel your warmth

through the blanket.

I want to kiss you.

Instead, I count the Venetian blinds.

Again.

Stephen Conway

on tAe evi O^ ttytetAcr piuyt^c

i am the eternally stubborn, the dog who

keeps burning his nose on the stove.

you're there and i"m here because with my

black

and white impaired vision, i can't tell if

you're burning

or not.
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i have followed them with their angry fires

lurrounding them, and i could smell the ashes of

)thers who have been there before

ne.

he b-horror flick where the audience

s yelling

don't go down there, you dumb schmucks!"

5 playing in my head, even

lefore i burn my nose, yelp and run

way to hide

omwhere.

tie dog knows that he'll burn his

Dngue on the still-hot frying pan

lat cooked the chow mein, quiche and

'ancakes

le poor stupid thing doesn't

mell the drugs that you buried in his dog food,

lough.

lo need to blame yourself, the dog brings

; upon himself, he sees you

cooting the dish closer and closer to the

/ood stove each time he's fed.

^aybe he can get it all without

5uching the stove but he's

fraid to try right now. he'll starve

efore he feels that degrading

lap in the face again.

have been so far, yet i feel as if i've

1st hatched and the sun is too

right and scary

m starving

le stove is starting to

ide away.

stared

ou stared too.

'ith that

le stove became a wide open space in

le kitchen and i almost had the courage

) take a step closer.

' s true

can't see very well, and if

just closed my eyes altogether

would just feel nameless pain

istead of

lese calluses are good for what

ils me, but in a way i yearn for

le days when i grabbed the

;eaming pipe

with my lily white hands.

the dog will not

step any closer to the stove.

he's figured you out.

but don't open the stove door

either, or he'll jump in

without a thought.

i don't have any inkling of your

whereabouts now,

i just wish i could reveal my mind to you

without speech.

in my classes

i often wait to see if someone else will

ask the question i have.

i'd almost like you to tell me
the answer before i can tell you

the question.

that might very well happen

since i really don't know the question.

the dog knows the answer.

he doesn't know english, but

in his mind as in mine, the answer boils

down to an image of pain.

with that,

i've been starving for a while.

your outstretched hand

invites me.

all my pain and burning

dissolves

into a puddle of peace.

the stove and burning pipe

in the comer of my eye, i banish the image

from my mind altogether, and

walk with determined steps through the

doorway of this room, a room with no

pavlovian pain and punishment,

no endless nights of whimpering

below the table, this room of you.

i pet the dog at my feet as you

throw another log into the wood stove

and

open the draft.

Matthew Gordon
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I live alone in a room with about a thousand little roommates. Gnats

Nasty gnats that cling to the screen of my window.

I ask one of the women
who lives in my building about them.

They come in when the weather gets cold,

Don 7 wony about it. they 'II be dead soon enough.

I just enjoy them, watch them.

But I know they don't watch me.

They are tight together on my screen, their home is the edge of my home.

I have to look through them to see.

I take out the screen and shake

They don't leave.

I brush them off with the broom.

They won't even fly away, they prefer to die.

They fall on the window sill.

They are dead now.

Marshelle Dawkins

Why don't we just all clap our hands sing dance jump off the cliff of

knowledge and feeling the pinnacle of "experience" leave those who

can't join in forget them ignore that shriveled little introvert bawling in

the comer he means nothing to us or to you as far back as we can

remember we've been here they've been there you follow me I follow

you copy you copy me ignore them sing clap join in fade out jump off

assume regret scream cry wonder ponder cling follow me copy you are

you happy?

(Manitou Springs, Colorad, July 1994)

Matthew Gordon

^^etA-lyikiyf^

I often tire

of senseless chatter,

the background noise of earth.

But then I gaze upon the

isolation of the moon

—

And realize how much that din is worth.

Christina Smith
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[er shrunken fingers

ling to my steady hand as she

tares up into my eyes

nd I wonder if she can read my mind.

Why not?" I think, since

le always read my mother's

nd my aunt's and my uncle's.

ads change with each new era but really

^/ery child thinks the same.

.nd after all, I am only

le tenth one to pass through her.

wander through the years

F biscuits and gravy, barbecue and

jmegrown corn and tomatoes to the

itnaps and afternoon "stories" to

I the nights of Johnny Carson. And
know all that has changed.

)hnny is now Dave and I fear

le thinks I no longer care

—

[lear her reminder to "be good" and I

n back in the sterile pre-op room where she lies

the tears that fell on the flowers of her surgical gown,

le tells me she'd be ready to die

she only knew

le'd lived righteously enough to make it

rough the pearly gates to the better land beyond....

ivonder, if her perfect model and lesson to me of

dustriousness, piety, and love

)esn't gain God's grace, then

)w will He judge me?
Dth Grandma and I know, though,

im young and have years left to live so

ere 's no needfor worn,' now.

n the final moment I forget about my pain and focus

I her watery, drowsy eyes. She sees my
mpathetic, agonizing smile

Dwly frees my hand and

irs an "I love you"

I walk away.

Sarah Neal

^ estHfu-iyit

The white flakes

slide gently down,

cradled from the cloud

to ground by the

strong hands of the wind,

only to melt.

each unique among millions.

each destined to the same ultimate end.

The ashes drop

from the chimney,

and the wind, uncaring,

lets them fall,

settling darkly above the white.

each unique among millions.

each destined for the same ultimate end.

A tree stands silent,

cold, alone,

covered in human snow.

Stephen Conway

Something is dragging itself out of the tide

Pulling one dead leg behind

Like a snowplow it scrapes—steady and slow

Like a slug

But the sand is not salty enough

To dry it up

Melodx Laxne
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After snowstorms, the trees looked like dark chocolate cookies, with a drizzle of icing on one side.

The walks were blown with bits of wood and chunks of ice. Catalpa seeds refused to go away, poking

through the Schwitzer lawn. Smoke rose from housing units and class buildings, and fat bundles of clothes

tottered into

Our

was frozen.

briefly opened doors.

songbirds were gone to their South American winter habitats, the ground

and snow came late. When it came to cushion the ground, the fraternity

men played snow football in the field next to Schwitzer. Freshmen were introduced to The Giving Tree pro-

gram, and many students gave gifts for the underprivileged at Christ-

one eagerly awaited the end of finals, Christmas, and home cooked meals

mas. Every-

for those whc

were able to go home.

The cold, bitter weather changed people. Students skipped classes (except pharmacy majors) because

they didn't want to get out of bed at 9:00AM

to get to parties. Certain fraternity men

seeped in everywhere and made us half-

and walk to class, yet drove a quarter mile

finally stopped wearing shorts. The cold

hibernating creatures.

But Christmas revived us from our gridlock, so to did the excitement of rush, as we all waited patiently

for Spring.
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A BUTLER
Wonderland

Artifical trees,

bubble lights,

and straggly

tinsel

Ding Crosby tunes blared from

dorm room windows. Hams glistened

in their honey-baked glory in grocery

stores. The mall-Santas suspended

their day jobs and patiently heard the

wishes of excited and overwhelmed

kids. We proudly decorated our

sickly, artificial trees with pasta

ornaments, bubble lights, straggly

tinsel, and unique sock chains. Ah
Yes, Christmas at Butler. . .

Even in mazes of

. . . many of us

believed that

President

Bannister looked

suspiciously like

Santa.

internships, hellish

classes, and

vomitous weather,

this student body

refused to bask in

the gloom. Cir-

cumstances could

not break us. We
still had fire in our

bowels. Mistletoe

hung in incon-

spicuous doorways

created excuses for kissing strangers.

We watched the Charlie Brown Christ-

mas Specials while studying for finals

during the commercial breaks. We
kept that precious Christmas spirit

alive by firing up those plastic trees

and beaming their artificial glory

across campus.

As the semester drew to a close, we

were able to effectively stretch the

three-dollar return we received from

the bookstore. We took that trio of

George Washingtons, hit the mall, and

bought such extravagant gifts as gum
and six-packs. Friends and family

were Jess-than-impressed with our

effort, but commended the gesture.
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Many of us made the trek home for

the holidays. Our families exclaimed

over the rattiness of our attire, the

hollowness of our visage, and the

length of our hair. For these reasons,

we spent the break generating fat cells,

getting haircuts, and visiting dentists.

We soaked up the familial atmosphere

and returned to campus rejuvenated,

with clean teeth and chubby cheeks.

The ham went on sale, the Santas

returned to work, and the holiday

season officially ended. The roaring

winds and subarctic temperatures

continued. But we didn't submit to the

drudgery. We didn't allow our flames

of motivation to be quenched. We
didn't do these things for one specific

reason: many of us believed that

President Bannister looked suspi-

ciously like Santa (without the pudge,

Geoff, don't worry. . .) And if he

really was Santa and had some mea-

sure of control over our Christmas

loot, we had to behave. So we did.

And that's all there was to it.

By Stasia Demos



CENTER: Gelling inlo Ihe holiday season, Butler

University's new plaza becomes the site iil the

Christmas tree.

BELOW: As an integral part of the spirit of the

season. Nutcracker performers pause before taking to

the stage.

• » • «*-

LEFT: Butler Dance professor Bud Kerwin enjoys his role

as the magical toy maker. Standing center stage, he brings

his dolls to life.

OPPOSITE: During the Christmas season. Alpha Chi

Omega showed their holiday spirit by wrapping their

porch columns like candy canes.
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Bill Gardner decides to use his

computer time to work on a paper

rather than just chat with friends.

As this sign indicates, extensive use

of the vax system can sometimes

get in the way of academic pursuits.

By giving those with academic

concerns first priority, Butler

sought to avoid this problem.

Academic Use
Takes First
Priority In
The ResCo

Computer Lab

If you need to use the
computer for an

academic reason, .such

as writing a paper,
plea.se ask those using
the computers for non-
academic us€is to give

up their computer.

RIGHT AND OPPOSITE: The

various computer labs are usually

jam-packed with Butler students,

many of whom use their time for

fun on the VAX system.
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Surfing
THE NET

Butler students pursue a

new addiction: that is, an

addiction to technology

and the world of E-mail.

Ihere was a new addiction to add to the list

of caffeine, alcohol, and nicotine during the

Winter of 1996. An affliction unlike no other

had taken over the minds and bodies of a large

number of Butler students. The symptoms of

this disorder were easily recognized by those

who suffered from it: an inability to leave a

monitor alone (never mind turning it off!), an

inability to sleep at night— as it was one

more opportunity to fuel the need. For those

of you who have not recognized it, these are

the classic earmarks of Internet addiction.

Students were found checking their E-Mail

multiple times a day, spending numerous

hours using the World Wide Web, and even

attempting to pick up people in a haven, which

was a hotel, chat line. etc.

If you carefully listened to the buzz of the

Butler campus, you would have found more

conversations involving computers than

previously thought possible. P.C.'s were quite

common, as most rooms on campus had one

computer. By means of a simple phone call

placed through a modem, E-Mail, the "World

Wide Web," and many other Internet re-

sources were at students' s fingertips. Any
time of day, one could log-on to Butler's VAX
system, and check his E-Mail, enter a haven,

or even find out the local weather through

Gopher. This plethora of computer activity

knew no boundaries of time, as students even

engaged in late-night parties in Resco's

computer labs. One student reported that she

was unable to sleep and consequently decided

to enter the realm of a chat-line, and discov-

ered many night-owls in the computer lab at 2

am! Pizza had been shared, and havens were

the place to be. A few people were engaged in

writing papers, but most of the activity

involved much more than homework assign-

ments.

The main draw to

the VAX system at

Butler was the

Electronic Mail

service, known as E-

mail. By using E-

mail, it was possible to

keep in touch with any

friends who have

access to a modem
and an account.

When friends were

logged onto the

system it was possible

to carry on a conversa-

tion with them by

using the "Talk"

command. This

became a great way to

save money on long distance telephone calls,

as well as keeping in touch with Butler

students, clubs, and organizations. The only

negative aspect of this service was the

addiction of checking one's messages it

inspired. A typical person would have

checked his E-mail at least twice a day.

However, many students exceeded the norm,

and logged on an estimated four-to-tlve times

a day.

The real downside to having access to E-

mail, was the junk mail that one received.

Chain letters became a problem on Butler's

campus to such an extent, that a warning at the

beginning of each entry into the VAX system

had to be posted. These chain letters often

concerned good luck, sex, and ways to torture

one's roommate.

By Sar-ah Bahr

This plethora of

computer activ-

ity knew no

boundaries of

time, as students

even engaged in

late-night par-

ties in ResCo's

computer labs.
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a holiday
Tradition

Butler Ballet's

Nutcracker delights

the Christmas

crowds

ihe August sun was hot. and it would be a warm

Indian summer, providing the perfect weather for

students playing Frisbee or touch football on the

grassy field outside of Lilly hall. Inside however.

Butler Ballet prepared to delight the aspiring young

ballerinas in Christmas dresses who flocked to

Clowes for the traditional December performance

of the Nutcracker. While the dancers auditioned

for roles in the holiday favorite, no one outside had

even yet to begin making up Christmas wish lists.

"The first thing we do when we get back from the

summer is audition for

/ like doing the

Nutcracker.

There is at least

one dance where

you get to dance -

not just he

scenery.

-Christian Vincent

parts," informed

Michelle Murray. A
senior dance and

psychology major, she

was a soloist in the

flowers and snow

scenes. "Tve been in

those two dances every

year since coming to

Butler." Murray

added. "I had hoped to

do something different

this year, but they are

still good parts."

For the men

auditioning was a

whole different story.

Male dancers were generally in short supply, so

many had a variety of roles and much .stage time.

Christian Vincent, a junior performance major, was

a prime example, dancing the parts of the Snow

King. Bear Trainer, Chinese, Flower Cavalier, and

party parent. "Auditions are a formality," Vincent

explained, "They (the faculty) already know what

they want you to do."

Nutcracker was not only a crowd favorite, but the

dancers too enjoyed the ballet. "Rehearsing can

really put you in the Christmas spirit, even though it

is only September." Murray commented. "How-

ever, by the time the third performance roles

around, we're often counting them down."

"I like doing Nutcracker," Vincent concurred.

"There is at least one dance where you get to dance

- not just be scenery."

Going to Butler Ballet's Nutcracker was a holiday

tradition in Indianapolis, and almost all of the

shows sold out. Much time and effort goes into

putting on the production which along with

excellent choreography and dancing has elaborate

costuming, sets, and even pyrotechnics.

"Nutcracker makes the whole semester fly,"

Vincent added, "Next thing you know, its Christ-

mas."

Opening night at Clowes was packed, and as the

orchestra played the overture, all in the audience

seemed to know the familiar music. Many came as

children and now were bringing their own daugh-

ters, who had their own dreams of slipping on

pointe shows and dancing with the Nutcracker

prince. One older woman commented to a friend,

"I've been coming for years, and the quality of the

dancing just keeps getting better. The dancers are

just so good."

While the performances looked effortless, it was

quite time consuming. "Butler Ballet is only one

credit hour," Murray explained. "When production

week comes around and you practically live at

Clowes, you know you do it for more than a grade.

It's because you're a dancer"

Vincent echoed the time commitment, "When

you're a dancer all your time is spent in the

department."

"I don't mind doing it at Clowes," Vincent

continued, "but it's nerve racking when you know

exams are coming up. What else can you do?"

Michelle Murray was graceful as the snow and

flower soloist, and Vincent hit all his turns in the

high energy bear trainer's dance. The semester's

efforts paid off as closing night looked just as

energetic as when the first curtain rose eight show

prior. Loud claps and cheers from friends and

family met every bow.

By Matthew Carlson
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CENTER: The party parents and children

watch the magical dolls of the toymaker

come to life.

BELOW: Christian Vincent takes an in

studio break from his busy rehearsal

schedule. Vincent's several roles through

out much of the performance led to jokes

that the Nutcracker was the "Christian

Vincent Show."

1^
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OPPOSITE: Christian Vincent prepares to

lift Snow Queen Allisyn Paino. The

beautifully executed snow scene was the

finale of Act I.

LEFT: The Climactic battle scene between

the Nutcracker and the Mouse King

displays some of the wonderful costum-

ing the performance offers.
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For their jungle skit on seven-party night, the

Thetas perform tunes from The Lion King.

The AXQ's blow up balloons in order to

decorate their house. Sororities went all

out in order to create the perfect

atmosphere.

These soronlv members put on their

best attire and smiles in preparation for

the day's parties. Women's rush

contained formal and casual evenings.

OPPOSITE: Elaborate skits are a staple of

women's rush
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ONE
c

Big decisions

and unnerving

RAZY WEEK ^"" ^"'°"

/\bout two hundred girls stood shiver-

ing in their dresses and high heels, as they

began the yearly ritual of sorority rush week,

which took place January 8-14, 1 996. The

count down began, "five, four, three, two,

one..." Finally, these chilled-to-the- bone

young women were able to file into each of

the chapter's houses. They were immediately

greeted by loud cheers and songs, and each

rushee was paired off with an active member.

This was a somewhat unnerving experience, as

the rushee was expected to converse with the

active members, most of whom were new

faces. During the first day of Formal Rush,

the conversation of "where are you from" or

"what is your major" occurred at six different

parties. By the last party, each rushee was

exhausted from hours of standing on her feet

with a smile plastered on her face too long.

Day two of Rush week involved the long

journey to Jordan Hall by 8:00 am for each

rushee, in order to discover her schedule of

parties for the day. Each rushee was required

to attend four parties on this day, but each one

involved a longer visit than the previous day.

The raw nerves of the rushees were calmed

somewhat as they had become accustomed to

the people of each house and felt more

comfortable in talking with the active mem-
bers. Each house had a particular theme for

its party and performed a skit to entertain its

visitors.

On the preference or two-party night,

anticipation was once again high, as the

rushees were expected to choose which house

they would be pledging by the end of the

evening. In contrast to the greeting of loud

cheers which characterized parties earlier in

the week, these parties were serious and spoke

of sisterhood. When the time for the big

decision arrived,

most rushees did

not have a difficult

choice, but some

had a real struggle

over which one to

join.

However, the

long and arduous

task of sorority

rush was now

completed by

Saturday after-

noon, as each

young woman
received her bid

card and learned

which house she

would be pledg-

ing. The excite-

ment was at an all-time high, as the new

pledges were welcomed at their respective

houses by the active members and began the

process of becoming involved in their "new

family."

By Megan Farley

About two

hundred girls

stood shivering

in their dresses

and high heels, as

they began the

yearly ritual of

sorority rush

week.
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THE HIGH
According to Rolf Van Rijn

LIFE

Rolf Van Rijn is finally able to put

his feet up. He liked the pace of

life in Indianapolis which was

slower than in his native Holland.

Playing basketball while carrying a full

load of classes can be tough. Rolf was

forced to squeeze study time in before

and after classes and in-between

basketball practices.

BY MICHELLE LIFFICK

rvolf Van Rijn was a junior at Butler University during the Winter of

1995, and a member of the Bulldog's basketball team. This alone made

Rolf pretty unique, but there was a lot more about him that was special.

A native of Holland, Rolf decided to cross the Atlantic for an educa-

tion at Butler because "The coach was very straightforward," and

Butler offered Rolf great scholarship opportunities. Knowing several

people who lived in the Indianapolis area also aided Rolf in choosing

Butler

Once he arrived , Rolf Van Rijn found himself drawn to the "nice

people" around campus. He was also impressed by the enthusiasm that

Americans had for the sport of basketball. "Here," he said, "sports are

on the T.V. twenty-four hours a day, which you don't see in Holland."

Rolf has also discovered that the Indianapolis area had an appeal all of

its own. Rolf explained, "It's slower, and 1 like that because everyone

takes his time."

Rolf was majoring in Computer Science, but felt uncertain as to

where that path would lead him after graduation. The combination of

academics and athletics was a very tough one to balance, especially

during the Winter season, which was packed with basketball games

both home and away. Studying had to be done before and after classes

and in-between basketball practices, which created a rigorous pace for

Rolf.

Spending most of the year away from Holland did cause Rolf some

moments of homesickness. During the winter months, he especially

missed home. He was able, however, to return to Holland in May and

again in August. The phone became Rolf's main link to home, which

caused him to worry about the steep bills that he received as a result.

After graduating from Butler in 1997, Rolf Van Rijn planned to "study

more in Holland, as well as play ball."
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THE SUCCESS
The secret life of Shirley Daniell

OE THE STUDIO
BY DEBORAH BLACKBURN

Ihe Writer's Studio has

become an integral part of Butler

University, due in part to the

outstanding leadership of Shirley

Daniell. Shirley, the hard-

working projects's coordinator of

the studio, spent much of her

time monitoring the numerous

budgets that make their way

across her desk. She said that

"most people don't realize how

many budgets go through the

studio. I have to keep on top of

them all, so it's a lot of work."

However, budgets have been

only one of Shirley Daniell"

s

many responsibilities. After a

visiting writer had been sched-

uled to speak at Butler, Shirley

became the contact to the

campus. She made all the hotel

arrangements for the author,

arranged a reception in honor of

the visit, and relayed all of this

information back to the writer.

The visiting writers especially

appreciated Shirley's accessibil-

ity, as she was regularly in her

office. Often Shirley Daniell was

"the only one here when they

called with questions." There-

fore, it was a natural choice for

Daniell to be chosen as the

permanent Butler contact for the

visiting writers. Shirley Daniell

was one of the main reasons that

Butler's Visiting Writer's Series

ran so smoothly during the

Winter of 1996.

ABOVE: Shirley Daniell serves as the

Butler contact for visiting writers.

Often, she was the only person

available to answer questions.

Shirley also serves an the sponsor for

Butler's chapter of Sigma Tau Delta,

the International English Honorary

Society, fulfilling her desire to work

closely with students.

Shirley Daniell' s career path

had been both an arduous and

interesting one. She graduated

from Augustana College in Sioux

Falls, South Dakota with her

bachelor's degree in English.

Shirley then earned her master's

degree from Butler in English

Education. Daniell taught in a

variety of settings, including:

high school, business college,

and at I.U.P.U.I. Shirley first

joined the Butler staff as a

secretary in the English Depart-

ment. However, this position did

not fulfill all of Daniell' s career

interests, as she "wanted to work

more closely with students." A
vacancy in the Writer's Studio

became available, which Shirley

did not hesitate to accept.

In the studio, Shirley assisted

students who spend much of their

time working in there. She also

enjoyed her responsibility as the

sponsor of Butler's chapter of

Sigma Tau Delta, the Interna-

tional English Honor society.

However, Shirley's life would

not have been complete without

the presence of her husband,

David Daniell, a professor of

biology at Butler. Shirley's

interests in her spare time

included: reading, quilting,

gardening, and baking, which

Shirley says "helps me relax."

Even though Daniell was not

pursuing any writing projects at

the moment, she has been quite a

poet in the past. Between

assembling articles or newsletters

for upcoming authors and her

other responsibilities. Shirle)

Daniell was a woman who was

constantlv on the move.
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Taking a break from his

studying, Matt finds time to

shine a smile.

FAR RIGHT: Conferring

with others is an important

element in any pharmacy
class.

PRESCRIPTION
Matt Gibbs ' Secret

FOR SUCCE
BY KELLY MARSHALL

i harmacy. It's known as

Butler's most challenging major,

but junior Matt Gibbs was not

stressed out about his pharmacy

classes by the Fall of 1995, his

Junior year in the program.

Although he spent approxi-

mately fifteen to twenty-five

hours studying each week. Matt

was a hard guy to track down. He
insisted that the studying is worth

his time because now, after two

years of "weeding you out," Matt

felt fortunate to have some of the

best teachers available. As a full-

fledged pharmacy major. Matt

was able to have more opportuni-

ties to work one-on-one with his

professors.

After graduating from pharmacy

school, most students have found

jobs in hospitals, drug stores, or

doing research for pharmaceutical

companies. However, this was

not Matt's plan at this point in his

life. This ambitious student

intended to attend Law School, in

hopes of becoming a corporate

attorney for a pharmaceutical

company. His interest in this field

was partially affected by the pre-

law classes that he took during the

past summer in California.

Finally, Matt did not allow

himself to spend all of his time

studying. He was the President of

Phi Kappa Psi fraternity, as well as

President of the Phi Delta Chi

professional pharmacy fraternity.

In addition to these responsibili-

ties. Matt was also involved in

both intramural volleyball and

tennis, as well as Geneva Stunts

and Spring Sing.

When asked what advice he

would impart to the most recent

incoming pharmacy students. Matt

said, "Don't become a slave to the

science library. Keep busy with

other activities and you will

succeed in your profession."

Patience and concentration

lead to accuracy, a crucial

element in this field.
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MOVED
Will Johnson 's inner drive

TO LEAD
BY ANN EWBANK

Deing involved on the Butler campus was "just like another

class" for junior Will Johnson, who saw his student activism as "all in

the course of a normal day for me." Johnson served as Co-President of

Butler's Black Student Union during 1995-96 and was a member of the

Sexual Assault Peer Prevention group and a former member of Pro-

gram Board. "I naturally gravitate toward the middle of the action," he

noted crediting his campus involvement for creating a "well-rounded

college experience."

"I am really proud of the prominence which B.S.U. has

achieved on campus, because we've evolved into drum majors for

justice." Johnson stated B.S.U.'s role, as an activist, he believed, was

not limited to representing minority students, but served the university

student population as a whole. He pointed to the many programs which

B.S.U. sponsored, that benefited the entire campus. These included:

Jazz on Sunset, speaker Robert Townsend, and a fashion show. B.S.U.

also was involved in community service projects like Habitat for

Humanity, the Indiana Boys' School, and encouraging high school-age

students to visit campus. However. Johnson was quick to add that

"B.S.U. is not the 'Will Johnson Show," but is a team effort."

Will Johnson was not only a leader in temis of student

organizations, but also served as a mentor for six Butler-Tarkington

area youths. "Being involved in the lives of these young men and

providing them with positive role models, is important to me," Johnson

maintained. Most importantly. Will enjoyed "talking to people and

sharing new ideas." He planned to use his leadership skills, nurtured at

Butler, in his future career, which will be "education curriculum

development and consulting work." Will Johnson's main goal, whether

in leading a group or pursuing academics, was "to teach people how to

communicate new ideas."

Working hard as

Co-President of BSU, Will

Johnson finds time to take a

break.

Will Johnson's campus
involvement is a compli-

ment to the hard work
which he puts into academ-

ics at Butler.
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Giving Tree officers pull all of

their connections to get a very

busy St. Nick to visit the

Giving Tree parties.

Excited children proudly

show off their YMCA
Giving Tree Christmas

presents.
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the giving tree

6IVIN6 FROM
THE HEART

by holly fricks

Ihe expression on a

child's face as he received a gift

was something which one who

witnessed it never soon forgot.

The opportunity to help young

children at Christmastime was a

long-standing tradition of the

Butler YMCA through its "Giving

Tree" program. The Butler

students who participated in this

volunteer experience were able to

help toddlers make holiday cards,

play games, and even have a

snack with these enthusiastic

children.

For two

years, senior Tammi
Smith chaired the

annual YMCA
project. She said,

"It's a program that

helps underprivileged

children and their

families at Christmas

by providing a toy or

an article of clothing

for each one to take

home. We also have

a party for the

children, in which

each one receives a

gift to open."
—
^^^^^^

During the

1995-996 school year. Smith co-

chaired the event with senior

Carrie Finch. The Newman
Center also co-sponsored the

YMCA annual event, which

provided approximately 200

children with holiday gifts.

Smith believed that "more than

two-hundred students, faculty,

and staff participated in the

. . we cannot

make

everyone 's

Christmas a

joyous one,

but we can

touch a few

lives.

—Tammi
Smith

project. So many become

involved because they decide to

buy a gift for a child in pairs or

groups."

The two parties were

held prior to December Break at

Holy Angels and St. Andrew's

Catholic Churches. At the parties,

students participated in making

crafts and snacks, and listened to

the Christmas story with the

children. The highlight of the

party included a special visitor

from the North Pole — Santa

Claus, who delighted

the children with his

presence. The

Christian rap group,

Christ Side also

entertained both

Butler students and

children alike.

Tammi Smith

was especially proud

of the second party

which went very

smoothly. She said,

"everyone really came

together. The

entertainment was

really good and there

^;;;;;^^" were no name mix -

ups. It was fantastic

and our biggest one!" Smith

believed that the "Giving Tree"

was a great opportunity for Butler

students to become invohed in

community service. "We reaUze

that we cannot make everv'one's

Christmas a joyous one. but we

can touch a few lives." Smith

concluded.
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Sigma Chi

XX
Founded 1855

Miami University, s^

Colors: blue, gold

Flower: white rose

i^

Sigma Gamma Rho
irp '

Founded 1929

Butler University

Colors: blue, gold '

„, ^ . smfF

Flower: tea rose ^
•^mi^m^
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Delta Sjgma^Fheta

AZ0
Founded 1913

Howard University,

Washington D.C.

Rii Delta Theta

I know it might

sound cheesy, but I

love going to my
girlfriend 's Kappa

dances. I always

have such a blast!

—Joe Lalich,

junior
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EN

Founded 1869

Virginia Military Institute

Colors: black, white,

gold

Flower: white rose

Sigma Nu

HAMrTON House
Ojie of the most

memorable moments of

living in the Hampton

House was the faculty

appreciation dinner. We
had the opportunity to

thank our professors for

their diligent support.

—Meg Barker,

junior
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Tau-Kappa DIL'

Be/n^ rt reffor the

Spring Sports

^ -'•K.».

women 's

basketball

championship urns

really cool.

"
.
* —Andy Mecheca

->: . junior

r^ i- 1 )

^JM
PHUJ^BS-;'-

^^PPAAlpha

AKA
Founded 1908

Howard University,

Washington D.C.

Colors: pink and

green

Flower: tea rose
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MEN'S BASKETBALL (19-8, 12-4 MCC)

W - MD.-EASTERN SHORE, 75-44

W - HANOVER, 56-53

W - At Ball State, 67-57

L - At Western Kentucky, 50-56

W - INDIANA STATE, 81-61

W - At Marshall, 102-92

W - At James Madison, 65-63

L - At Montana State#, 59-84

L - James Madison#, 56-75

W - ILLINOIS-CHICAGO*, 75-58

W - PORTLAND, 87-80

W - At Wis.-Milwaukee*, 71-68

W - At Wright State*, 71-68

L - WIS.-GREEN BAY*, 61-64

W - At Loyola Chicago*, 67-59

L - At Northern Illinois*, 57-84

W - CLEVLAND STATE*, 71-56

W - DETROIT*, 70-62

W - LOYOLA CHICAGO*, 78-66

W - WIS.-MILWAUKEE*, 65-45

W - At Clevland State*, 76-68

L - WRIGHT STATE*, 61-67

W - At Illinois-Chicago*, 85-82

W - NORTHERN ILLINOIS*, 73-58

W - At Detroit*, 69-61

L - At Wis.-Green Bay*, 69-61

L - Ill.-Chicago (MCC Tournament), 97-107

# - Bobcat Holiday Stores Classic, Bozeman, Mont.
* - MCC Game
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Men's

Basketball

^Ne were very pleased with

our team. Their competitiveness

and togetherness were highlights in

compiling a 19-8 record, which was

Butler's finest over the past 35 years.

— Coach Barry Collier
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Women's

basketball

(21-9, 13-3 MCC)
L - At eastern Illinois, 59-63

L - LOUISVILLE, 67-75

L - St. Mary's%, 64-68

W - Central Michigan%, 66-46

W - At Cincinnati, 68-64

W - At Indiana State, 86-66

W - WESTERN MICHIGAN, 70-60

L - Iowa State+, 61-80

W - Drexel+, 80-65

L - PURDUE, 53-84

W - DETROIT*, 88-78

W - LOYOLA*, 88-76

W - At Northern Illinois*, 83-72

W - WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE*, 97-67

W - WISCONSIN-GREENBAY*, 77-66

L - At Wright State*, 54-66

W - At Cleveland State*, 72-58

W - ILLINOIS-CHICAGO*, 100-88 (20T)

W - NORTHERN ILLINOIS*, 88-69

W - At Wisconsin-Milwaukee*, 87-69

L - At Wisconsin-Green Bay*, 52-67

W - WRIGHT STATE*, 95-71

W - At Illinois-Chicago*, 76-64

W - CLEVLAND STATE*, 95-82

L - At Detroit*, 67-92

W - At Loyola*, 84-59

W - Wright State (MCC Tournament), 70-64

W - Northern 111. (MCC Tournament), 78-61

W - At Wis.-Green Bay (MCC Tourn.), 56-53

L - Iowa (NCAA Tournament) 67-72

% - Arizona State Dial Classic

+ - Chippewa Classic

* - MCC Game
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Men and Women's

Swimming

MEN'S SWIMMING (1-10)

L - At Evansville, 25-68

L - Louisville (@ UE), 10-92

L - At Ball State, 49-210

L - Evansville (@ BSU), 53-204

L - Western Kentucky, 78-122

L - Wis.-Greenbay (@WKU), 40-196

L - At Western Kentucky, 48-171

L - Wis.-Green Gay (@WKU), 32-200

At Vincennes Invitational: 4th of 8

At Christmas Invitational: No Team Score

L - At Ball State, 50-135

At Bill Ritter Invitational: 2nd of 3

L - At Western Illionois, 72-112

W - Northeastern 111. (@W1U), 109-58

At MCC Championship: 7the of 7

WOMEN'S SWIMMING

L - At Evansville, 28-66

L - louisville (@UE), 13-98

L - At Ball State, 90-164

L - Evansville (@BSU), 101-159

W - At Western Kentucky, 173-0

L - Wis.-Green Bay (@WKU), 58-144

W - At Western Kentucky, 173-0

L - Wis.-Green Bay (@WKU),75.5-124.5

At Vincennes Invitational: 1st of 7

At Christmas Invitational: No Team Score

L - At Ball State, 72-128

At Bill Ritter Invitational: 2nd of 3

L - At Western Illinois, 53-149

W - Northeastern 111. (@WIU), 133-45

At MCC Championship: 7th of 7
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Being a small school, it is

hard to compete against some of

the larger schools, hut that just

makes us work harder to keep up

with them. The rewards of swim-
ming are physical fitness, discipline,

and good time-management. In the

end, these benefits definitely overcome the

lack of energy and fatigue we all experience.

Chelsey Cindric, freshman
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Hockey
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MEN'S GOLF SCORES

FALL:

At Eastern Illinois Inv.: 6th of 12

At Dayton Invitational: 9th of 10

At Indianapolis Invitational: 5th of 12

At Detroit Invitational: 9th of 9

BUTLER INVITATIONAL: 8th of 12

SPRING:

At Fripp Island Inv.: 22nd of 24

At Citadel Inv.: 8th of 14

At Sultan's Run INV. - Cancelled

BUTLER SPRING INV: 6th of 13

At Ball State INV: 5th-tie of 23

At Morehead State Inv: 16th of 17

At Big four Classic - 1st of 4

At Xavier: 13th of 19

At Dayton Inv: 5th of 12

At Ohio Collegiate Classic: 7th of 11

At Clevland State Inv: 3rd of 11

At MCC Tournament: 3rd of 7

^Ne have a young team,

but with the leadership of

the seniors, we hope to be

better prepared for next year.

Ryan O'Mara, freshman
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green fluff decorating

pink slices of thinly-shaved ham,

mold
like a white fur stole

around the neck

of a can of refried beans,

a smell like baby's drool

or ammonia
or both

from the half-empty milk carton in the back corner

by the temperature control

that is two notches too high

and I think

what a sandwich could be made
froma dry hamburger bun
spilled from the plastic bag and

the brown-edged lettuce and

the green ham, white refried beans,

the rank boiled potatoes in the cracked-open margarine

tub

if I were hungry enough

to eat it settle for it to call it a feast and be satisfied

maybe I would be

if I knew the taste

of sour milk

wouldn't linger at the back of my throat

-Christy Cass
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Don't fuck with Metro.

Big bus, high speeds, no

regard, bulhshly charging down narrow streets

hell-bent on more demonic speeding

and sudden-braking, makes me stare

in hopeful disbelief

as this dog. Chewy, looking like Chewbacca,

stands arrogantly in the road

licking the line, looking for love. Eyes I've

not seen, down and covered

by wookie dog hair, do not

see what I know is near

from the numbing vibration in my feet

and the roaring grind in my ears

that both tell. Don't Fuck
With Metro. Chewy, unconcerned and

deaf, continues to pursue

the treasure buried in the yellow line,

showing a steely nerve that

says I'ma Fuck With Metro.

Death bus bearing down on Chewy,
I am paralyzed, contemplating

a hero's charge to avert what now
would be Chewy's last stand.

Coaxing no movement from my
coward's body I scream Don't

Fuck With Metro.

Chewy did not move.

What ensued

took me back to late-

night, high school images

of Faces of Death, Chewy all

dead and stuff stuck

to the front of the unforgiving metal monster

growling mechanical laughter on its fascist

way down the street.

- Joel R. Elliott
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Was your father inadequate?

Did he leave you wanting?

I suppose these questions

now reverberate inside your head,

affecting how it is that you hve.

I am not yet sure about this.

Truly, such questions are meaningless,

like an excuse for our insanity.

The truth is: the past is often much gentler

when shown against our current reality.

What does your father have to do with

your loneliness,

every night

you go to bed by yourself.

Home from work, you lean on your ritual:

you speak with your friends, sharing that piece of your

hidden self -

this is when you water your plants.

Next, it's to the newspaper, check marriage announce-

ments,

looking for reasons to feel worse

and today, it is worse - Jane Cummings
The Girl Least Likely To Wed
has married.

With little to do but cry

you turn, as a matter of necessity, to eat.

Even the refrigerator

taunts you with its sparseness.

I watch you eat and see that you do it for one reason,

because it takes up time.

What next? Does it really matter?

Anyway, you've got to go to work in 10 hours,

10 long hours,

until you can hide from your reality

among people you don't like,

in your ugly cubicle.

- Joel R. Elliott
Donne don't dig jazz;

He no hep cat like that;

He got the sonnet song

all spinnin' in his head,

can't find no ore in bop

the shit too thick to chop

-music of the moment-
so alive, it leave you dead.

- Matt Mills
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The fingernail moon reels him toward the horizon

It's falling fast as lead as he chases fast

before it can set beneath the blanket of the dark water night,

before it is swallowed whole by the far curve of the earth

Stumbling over land, thrashing through water,

grappling mountains like picket fences

he throws distance between him
and the space where he slept among the soft,

rounded shoulders of western new york,

where his eyes first cracked open and realized

that tonight is the night of the fingernail moon.

-Jeff Thomas
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^he fresh air made the canal pleasant to walk beside. Rollerbladers loomed quickly to the right

and left all over campus, and girls walking with frozen yogurt stepped out of their way. ResCo looked deeply

appropriate, at last, with its shallow-sea blue windows and white body contrasting the new-spring sky. Trees

spread wide

shoveled

Spring

their arms, unashamed of their nudity, and Facilities Management

mulch over bare spots and revved up their mowers.

was slow to warm. Some flowers bloomed in mid-March, and the

ground thawed and greened, but the temps were cold, and the trees refused to bud until April 15. With

Vlarch unseasonably cold, and the last snowfall a week into April, profes-

5oing outside for class. Speakers found their absent voices, and classic rock

"hythm for the campus. Catalpa seeds finally began to rot.

Lord Tennyson was clueless when he said a young man's fancy turns lightly to thoughts of love in the

>pring. We had all been in pitched fever since

A^eeks later with crazed hunger at the first

Valentine's Day, and we looked four

^ love of Sprmg focusmg our lethargic

usts. We headed outside to find a release, >
.,.* ^^-«'*a%|*w/J3^ telling ourselves it was too nice to study.

"risbees found their way up into trees, and the snap of baseballs hitting leather returned outside fraternities.
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The NEW
SOUND

Stone Soup emerges,

asserting their artistic

independence on

the music scene.

Duller has long been a cradle of

musical talent, with bands such as Jerry's

Vision, Pete's Clothes, Jordan Gray, and

Irate Neighbors playing venues from

fraternity parties to Broad Ripple's J. C.

Bistro and the Vogue. However, in 1996,

a new band. Stone Soup, emerged to

assert their artistic

importance on the

local music scene.

The members of

Stone Soup, Robb

Coat, Matt Scott,

Matt Knowles, and

Scott Bugher, met

through Brett

Farell, one of

Butler's classical

guitar instructors.

Robb Coat,

sophomore perfor-

mance major,

provided the

guitar and vocals,

along with fellow

Butler band member Matt Scott, who in

addition also played keyboard.

"I feel lucky to surround myself with

musicians that are better than I am."

Scott said of his band. "You can always

I feel lucky to

surround myself

with musicians

who are better

than me. You can

always learn from

them.

-Matt Scott

learn from them."

Their performance debut was met with

an enthusiastic crowd on a clear warm

spring night. "It was very good Voo-

doo," Jason Meyer, senior, commented

on the evening. The band played tributes

to the musicians that helped shape their

sound, by covering Zappa, John Lee

Hooker, and Stevie Ray Vaughn. The set

included many originals as well. While

the band credits Jazz, Blues, and South-

ern Rock as influences, their music

attempts to use those roots to forge an

original sound.

"Influences can be great to help get you

started and provide for a foundation,"

Matt Scott explained, "but sooner or later

you have to break away and define who

you are with your own work."

In forging a new sound, we try not to

be influenced by Pop Culture." Scott

added. However, he admitted the diffi-

culty of this as, "We are already so

conditioned to our environments."

The band was still in the formation

stages with a possible name change in the

works. With a demo cut, the musicians

were simply working on new songs and

finding places to play them.

By Matthew Carlson

RIGHT: Stone Soup records

their demo.

OPPOSITE: Matt Scott jams out on

a guitar solo.
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RIGHT: Making a statement, students show off their

style through their footwear.

BELOW; Broken in hats and long sleeve T-shirts are

key to the casual and relaxed style.

RIGHT: Short, curly, or long layers are the trends in hair

for Butler women in 1996.

OPPOSITE: All around campus you can find girls in

overalls or khaki pants with sweaters.
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OF
INS AND OUTS fze
BUTLER

mg
from foot

binding to

body piercing

V^hinese women endured painful foot

binding teciiniques. Native Americans

smeared their faces with red clay and danced

under the glimmering night sky. Various

African tribes subscribed to the tattooing,

slicing, stretching, and removing of various

body parts for the sake of aesthetic pleasure.

Folks in the Middle East swathed themselves

in saris and dripping ornaments. And, a mere

one hundred years ago, American women
stuffed their burgeoning figures into rib-

crushing corsets.

It was easy to laugh at all the seemingly

strange grooming techniques used by various

societies when we learned about them in

class. It was amusing to ethnocentricly gaze

at the tribesman bearing plates in their lips

and rings on their necks. We were fascinated

with the foot bindings and cosmetic methods

of the ancient Chinese. We thanked our

lucky stars that we never subscribed to such

"ridiculous conformity." And then, we
looked in the mirror. . .

Many of us. in an unending quest for

aesthetic perfection, pierced, plucked,

colored, and dieted ourselves into oblivion.

We poured ourselves into plastic pants and

our parents' old platform shoes. We wore

dangling earrings from our noses and tattooed

significant societal messages on our ankles.

Others of us took an entirely different route;

draping cardigan sweaters around our

shoulders and gliding through the campus in a

cloud of Ralph Lauren fragrance. Certain

groups of students began to look eerily

similar. They sported baseball hats with

perfectly curled bills and flannel shirts

strategically tied around waists. Then there

were the kids who showed up for class in

p.j.s, mussed-up

hair, and Coke-

bottle glasses. They

usually ended up

next to a pristine girl

who spent hours

lacquering hair, face,

and nails that

morning. All in all,

it made for a good

laugh and created a

unique atmosphere

in which to live and

learn.

There was some-

thing homey about

traipsing out of

Jordan hall and

waving at the

congregation of chain

smokers, dressed entirely in black, getting

their fix before class. It was comforting when
we saw conservative types wearing sweaters

with farm scenes on them. It was inspiring

when we noticed Jerry Garcia fans, keeping

the spirit alive in tie-dye from head to toe. It

was shocking when we noticed bra-burners

jiggling home in their unfettered glory. And
it was painful when we were trampled on by

vixens in stiletto heels.

None of us made the cover of Vogue or GQ.
But style oozed out of every pore. Someday,

we'll look back at these pictures and laugh. . .

By Stasia Demos

Many of us, in

an unending

quest for

aesthetic

perfection,

pierced, plucked

colored, and

dieted ourselves

into oblivion.
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LEARNING
ROPESThe

A semester of

fun, laughter, and new
memories.

ihe topic of pledgeship was
one which provoked a variety of

responses from Butler students
during the 1995-96 school year.

Many wondered "what is

pledgeship all about?" or "does
signing a 'bid card' guarantee the

pledge 60 new.
instant
friends?" These
questions may
have been a

little unrealis-
tic or even
silly. Accord-
ing to fresh-
man Lori
Wilds,
pledgeship was
"an extremely
unique and
special time."

Wilds, a

Kappa Alpha
Theta pledge
during the
Spring semes-
ter of 1996,
believed that

"pledgeship is a time of giving,
learning, and growing, in which
pledges begin experiencing a

RIGHT: After selecting new members, sororities often

make door decorations to welcome new members.

OPPOSITE: After enjoying mom's night, the new member
of Alpha Chi Omega meets the rest of her Greek family.

".
. .pledgeship is

a time of giving,

learning, and

growing, in which

pledges begin

experiencing a

whole new style

of life."

-Lori Wilds

whole new style of life." After
completing her pledgeship. Wilds
called the experience an "exciting"
one. During the process of
pledgeship, women developed
close relationships with members
of their pledge class, as well as the
active members of the house.
Wilds said that she was also "re-

quired to learn about the history
of my sorority."

Pledgeship also provided each
new sorority member with an
opportunity for further develop-
ing leadership skills. The new
pledge class elected officers,

planned activities together, and
held a retreat prior to initiation.

As a result of these activities, the
new members "become aware of

their individual abilities,

strengths, and values," according
to Wilds.
As a result of her pledgeship.

Wilds believed that the newly
initiated members of the houses
had "experienced challenges, but
also a semester of laughter, fun,
and new memories." She did not
see the process "as a loss of her
own identity," but a time to find

out who she "really was."

By Krissy Varness
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OPPOSITE: Four years of hard work culminated in the

commencement ceremony. Many students celebrated a

welcome break from the books.

RIGHT: Noted author Kurt Vonnegut addressed the

graduating class, reminding everyone to know when they

have enough and to take time to notice when life is going

well.

ABOVE: Dr. Bannister confers the undergraduate degrees

as the Butler faculty watches their foriner students

proudly.

RIGHT: The processional is an exciting moment for the

graduates. Many graduates who studied abroad displayed

that countries flag on their robes.
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The last
Hurrah

If our time here

at Butler

wasn't nice,

then what is?

r'our to six years ago, the class of 1996

arrived on the Butler scene, armed with lots of

advice, numerous laminated Trapper Keepers

and several sharpened #2 pencils. We were

bright eyed and bushy tailed. We were ready

for action. We bought rug scraps and deco-

rated our abodes with posters of fallen rock

stars. We stared in utter wonderment at our

campus (Which, ironically enough, looked

very much like our recruitment brochures.) In

short, we arrived, ready to tackle our academic

pursuits.

We began our collegiate careers by learning

of the evils of Christopher Columbus. Illu-

sions were shattered as the bindings broke on

our sacred textbooks. We giddily inhaled the

expensive aroma of erasers and newly printed

paper in the bookstore. We failed to test out

of foreign language requirements and had to

go back to the bookstore to buy more texts.

We feared the big security guy who was more
than willing to mutilate an unsuspecting

person who left a backpack on. Oddly

enough, even after all of that , many of us

never even opened the darn books. . .

The Christopher Columbus situation was

only the tip of the iceberg. Doubt and a

measure of cynicism crept into our minds as

long-held heroes of the past like Santa and

Ricky Schroeder were replaced with folks like

Chinua Achebe and Jean-Jacques Rousseau.

The tide of pubescence shifted into the

undercurrent of adulthood.

Subsequent years brought with them a

comfortable sense of monotony: Class, nap,

dinner, bed. Class, nap, dinner, bed. The

wheel in the sky kept on turning as time

slowly inched forward. We changed our

majors, changed our lovers, and changed our

outlooks. We even studied sometimes. But,

while variations overtook our lives, Butler was

a constant.

Our respective mental and financial mar-

riages to the institution produced strange

tokens of sentimental value. We saved beer

bottles, underpants, and pizza boxes. The
lucky ones among
us inherited tests

used year after year

by lazy professors.

We cherished these

items as we, the

children of Butler

U., floated in the

womb of our alma

mater. We reveled

in this microcosm.

We ripened. We
gestated. And,

finally, in the

spring of '96, the labor pains began.

We ditched sweat suits and donned business

suits for the grueling interview process.

Armed with portfolios and silver pen sets, we
were ready to tackle our professional pursuits.

We begged professors for letters of recom-

mendation for graduate and professional

schools. And then, on May 1 1, 1996, it

happened. .

.

On May 11.1 996 our alma mater gave birth

to hundreds of new alumni. Butler University

pushed us out in the big, bad world. Amid
much joy and celebrating, administrators

assured us that our formal education was a

valuable one. The embraces of friends and

family assured us that the informal one was

just as precious. Oddly enough, the only

tangible token of our attachment to this

institution that we received was a diploma. A
diploma; destined to end up in dusty attics

worldwide. The intangible tokens received

here, however, will be canied in our souls

forever.

We came. We plagiarized. We graduated.

B^ Stasia Demos

. . . the only tan-

gible token of our

attachment to this

institution that we

received was a

diploma.
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GLOBAL
My Central American Vision Quest

PERSPECTIVE

Tony Reed takes a break

from hiking through the rain

forest and scuba diving to

spend the afternoon saihng.

This make-shift village

became home as Tony spent

most of hi=. semester

sleeping i-n n tent.

OPPOSITE: Davidson

strives to help the

multicultural populati- r

emerge on campus in

positions of leadership.

BYTONYREED
L)id I really drive through Mexico and spend three months sleeping

in tents every night and eating rice and beans four days a week fixed by

Jane, Alberta, and Jamora? Or was it part of my synapses process in

the that would he cool section of my brain that conjured up elaborate

stories while I mowed an incredibly large lawn. A quick check at my

passport proved that I had the stamps to prove my travels to myself and

the world,

I spent much of my time in Belize talking with officials and leaders

of non-governmental organizations, realizing that no one can be trusted.

My opinion that a particular person was doing the right thing for Belize

and its people altered as fast as the change from the morning to

afternoon speaker. In a bar one evening listening to a turtle shell band,

I met a man who said he worked for the CIA. This man announced that

a minister who had close ties with our program was embezzling money

through a controversial Malaysian logging deal on Belezian soil. I

didn't know where the truth lay, but I did know that I had no trust for

this fidgety, young man who talked fast and aimed for the throat, then

apologized for biting so hard.

Besides the corruption of Central America, Belize is one of the most

environmentally and culturally diverse places I had ever seen. A large

Mayan and the African-Caribbean based Garifuna culture existed

amongst the back drop of moist tropical forest, mountains, and a coral

reef supported a large variety of species. Seven different languages

were spoken in this country the size of Massachusetts.

I enjoyed my stay in the sixty-five thousand person large city that

was the size of my hometown of Anderson, Indiana. My greatest

realization while on my vision quest, a vacation for the soul, was to

keep moving; change is beautiful, and stagnation is death.
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Dharma Bum Tony Reed

searches for truth high atop

a rock plateau overlooking

the rain forest.

As Director of Multicultural

affairs Davidson attempts to

provide one-on-one support

services.

BRIDGING
Valerie Davidson works to bring about diversity

THE GAP
Y ANN EWBANK

1 he Student Affairs department of

Butler University was privileged to have

Valerie Davidson join its team in 1987.

Although her original position was a

pait-time one, which centered around

minority sUident affairs, Davidson's

hard work and commitment to Butler

students lead her to be named the

Director of Multicultural Affairs.

Within this capacity, Davidson provided

"one-on-one support services for the

university's multicultural population,"

acted as the 'faculty sponsor for the

Black Student Union and the

University's liaison to the Indianapolis

multicultural community." She was

also in charge of facilitating new

multicultural programming on campus.

Davidson's position as Director of

Multiculairal Aft'airs reflected the

university's goal of helping its

"multicultural population emerge on

campus to positions of leadership."

When Davidson first became a member

of the Student Affaii-s staff', only "25

ftill-time multicultiral students attended

Butler." However, since her tenure,

Davidson watched with pride as the

"multicultural population grew and

became more productive, raising issues

of concern on the Butler campus." This

increased multicultural presence

included international students in

addition to other minorities.

It seemed as if Davidson's academic

and professional career was spent in

preparation for the leadership role

which she would assume at Butler. She

served as a student leader of her high

school's Black Student Union, was

graduated from Indiana University, and

worked as a legislative assistant in the

Indiana House of Representatives. The

opportunity to "come in at the ground

floor level and develop a program using

my own ideas for the multicultural

student population" really drew her to

Butler.

Davidson made great strides toward

increasing multicultural awareness at

Butler. Some of her most notable

achievements included her participation in

the "Celebration of Diversit)-. which

attract; speakers like Jocelyn Elders and

Spike Lee to campus." and tlie awaiding

of the "lamp of wisdom to B.S.U. four

years in a row." However. Davidson did

not consider her work finished and

looked toward the de\ elopment of a

"multicultural concentration of courses."

She also hoped to see the establishment of

a "multicultural center on campus, where

students can plan programs." Ultimateh

Valerie Davidson maintained that the

continued progress of multiculturalism on

Butler's campus, "is an iastitutional

commitment which is nece.s.sary for it to

succeed."
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Dr. Brabant holds her

daughter Helen. Brabant

spent part of the first

semester on family leave.

CENTER: One of Jennifers

most important projects has

been to promote Disabilities

Awarness Week.

BELOW: Dr. Brabant treats

her class to bagels on

National Bring Your

Daughter to Work Day.

THE SCIENCE
Margaret Brabant trys to make the connections obvious

OE POLITI
BY MATTHEW CARLSON

\_) r. Margaret Brabant's office was filled with books, student papers,

research, and generally someone asking for advice on how to approach one of

her challenging group projects. Brabant, a professor of political science, has

been a favorite at Butler, since she began in 1 99 1 . hi addition to courses in

political thought, she has also taught hitro to Politics, as well as Change and

Tradition.

Dr. Brabant graduated magna cum laude from San Francisco State. "I loved

it," she said, speaking of the Bay area. "San Francisco is such an alive town."

She pursued her graduate studies at the University of Virginia, where she

earned her doctorate in 1991

.

It was the reputation of the political theory department that drew her to

Charlottesville. "I left the University of Virginia confirmed," Brabant spoke of

her decision to teach. "I had fire in the belly."

"The job here was so much more inviting," Brabant said of her choice on

coming to Butler, citing class room autonomy and course development as

prime reasons. The other political science faculty were also an important

factor in her decision. "I had a good time at the interview dinner, and I saw

that they spend time together."

Brabant was on leave for part of the fall .semester to care for her newborn

daughter Helen Agnes. Spring had Brabant balancing time between her

family, teaching, and her latest research project. "My research often has to

wait until summer months." Brabant explained.

Her project involved the investigation of politics in music, specifically

female rappiers. The focus was on the feminist message embedded in the

music, as her interests lied iti looking at how feminist theory plays out in

practical politics. "It (female rap) is a medium that cries out for exploration."

Brabant noted.

During the semester teaching consumed much of her time, and she exten-

sively prepared for each class, writing out lecture notes and redefining her

approaches to presenting the material. "I'm engaged in a continual process of

self-assessment," she explained.

For Brabant political theory was fascinating, as it tried to answer the

questions of "v/bat we shall do and how we shall live." Brabant's task in the

class room was to make the material relevant. "I'm trained as a political

theorist," she continued. "My job is to make the connections obvious."
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BREAKING DOWN
Jennifer Titus works to increase awareness

barrier;
BY ANN EWBANK

Junior Jennifer Titus began

her career as a leader at Butler

University even before she

arrived on campus in August of

1993. Three years later, Jennifer

recalled, "I was their first on-

campus wheel-chair bound

student." In order to make

accessible the campus for Jennifer

and other potential students with

special needs, ramps were added

and the original architect of Irwin

Library was even engaged to

modify its entrances. Jennifer

believed that her positive experi-

ence at Butler demonstrates that

"There's no reason why a

handicapped person can't go to

college and live on campus."

Since becoming a member of

the Butler community, Jennifer

has served as a Team Leader for

"Into The Streets." as well as

President of Bacchus for the

1995-96 school year. One of the

main projects that she organized

as president was the "Bacchus

catering of the 1996 Residence

Hall Association Formal" with its

signature mocktail drinks.

However, Jennifer's most

important project was to promote

"Disability Awareness Week" on

the Butler campus, which

occurred March 4-8. She first

brought attention to "Handi-

capped Awareness Day" during

the previous school year, when

she organized a "scavenger hunt

with the purpose of pointing out

that the campus is not totally

accessible for all students. The

hunt was designed with one place

that each participant could not

get to." During 1996, Titus and

Rob Seidler held a Special

Olympics event at Hinkle Field

House, "which had non-disabled

Butler students paired with

mentally disabled Special

Olympians." She reported the

event to be "a phenomenal

success," although she "would

have liked to have seen more

Butler students there."

Part of Jennifer's enthusiasm

for Butler came from her experi-

ences as a Psychology major. She

said, "my department is wonder-

ful — They've really been a big

help." Titus planned to attend

graduate school in

Rehabilitational Psychology after

graduation. She said, "the idea

just jumped out at me one day [to

pursue a career in this field] and

has kept me going through some

tough courses."

Jennifer Titus would not have

"had it any other way," as far as

attending a school other than

Butler. She believed that

"eventually the campus will be

totally accessible." However, it

was important to Jennifer that she

not be identified by her disability.

She said, "I'm totally self-

sufficient and I'd like for people

to look at me and not just think

'she's in a wheel-chair.'" Asa
leader, her dedication to handi-

capped awareness extends beyond

her own college career. She

optimistically said, "I hope Butler

will continue its commitment to

accessibility even after I'm gone,"

because she believed her "experi-

ences were opening the doors for

future disabled Butler students."

i-^iJ'i!^'^/''»4*Je!&%»:^5:?^..o'A.kJ^

Jennifer has ser\'ed as a

team leader for "Into the

Streets" as well as President

of Bacchus.
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The Volunteer Center helps

to Coordinate the Fall Alternative

Break, where Butler Students

work to aid families in Appalachia.
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LENDING
A HAND

by joel elliott

The 1995-96 school year

once again saw the University's

Volunteer Center enable Butler

students to become active

\olunteers in Indianapolis and the

surrounding areas. Whether

helping to instill the spirit of

\ olunteerism in members of the

freshmen class, or further

encouraging veteran volunteers,

the Center again operated under

the belief that giving

of yourself is better

than keeping to

yourself.

In its third full year

of operation, the

Volunteer Center,

under the watchful

eye of its architect,

Julie Beggs, provided

students with the

information and tools

that were essential for

volunteering. From

its location in the C-

Club, the Volunteer

Center coordinated

two Volunteer ^^^^^
Opportunities Fairs, informational

visits to Business Seminar Classes

and a portion of Fall Alternative

Break (FAB), which sent Butler

students to Appalachia to aid

poverty-stricken residents.

These activities and programs

underlined the dynamism of the

Volunteer Center and its multifac-

eted involvement with students

The Center

operated under

the behef that

giving of

yourself is

better than

keeping to

yourself.

and volunteerism. The Volunteer

Fairs served to present students

with information and aimed to

pair them with needful volunteer

agencies. On another level, the

trips into the Business Seminar

classrooms actively supplied a

captive audience of freshmen with

important and necessary tips for

completing the ten hours of

service required of them.

Whether each

freshmen received the

information grudg-

ingly or willingly, the

Volunteer Center's

members understood

that they were

planting the seed of

volunteerism with

each student.

Finally, the FAB
experience repre-

sented the Volunteer

Center's commitment

to enabling students

who had both the

proper information^ and the desire to make

a difference; the trip to Appala-

chia emphasized that doing is the

final and most important step. By

involving itself in activities that

ranged from filing papers to

driving nails, the Volunteer

Center served as an example of

the wide-ranging opportunities

available for others and self in

volunteerism.
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I look forward to

teeter totter

because I think

it's a time that

our house really

comes together.

—Pete Gerend

senior

Kappa

KA^
Founded 1911

Indiana University

Colors: crimson and
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©EtfFA^FAU Delta

T> ATA

Founded 1859

Bethany College,

West Virgina

Colors: purple, white,

gold

Flower: iris

Spring Sing was great

because it showed that

the Greeks don 't win

everything. Phi Psis

and Schwitzer rocked

the house.

-Melanie McCord,
freshman
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With the exception offire

J

alarms at 4:30 AM, some
•^sw

of my best times were at

Ross. First semester it

luas great. Everyone

hung out together in my
unit. Then, after rush we

all started going to our

Greek houses and lost

iilltouch.

-Neal Cassady

freshman

Ross HAbfc
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Lacrosse

]Ne 've come a long way in

our brieffour-year history at

Butler, and this has definitely

been our most successful season.

The team gained significant

national provninence with victories

over Rutgers, Delaware, and

Michigan State.

John Hind, coach

LACROSSE
(9-4, 3-1 GWILL)

L- At Georgetown, 6-13

W- COLGATE, 13-12

W- At Rutgers, 8-7

W- At Delaware, 12-9

W- At St. Joseph's, 23-6

L- NOTRE DAME, 3-11

W- At Ohio State, 5-4 (OT)

Apr.5- At Niagara-Cancelled

W- AtCanisius, 17-6

W- RADFORD, 19-6

L- NORTH CAROLINA, 7-16

W- At Michigan State, 14-13

W- AIR FORCE, 13-6

L- At Ohio Wesleyan, 12-16
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Men's and Women's

Track
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MEN'S TRACK

INDOOR
At Eastern Illinois Inv: No Team Score

At Purdue Open: No Team Score

Butler Open: No Team Score

CANNON IV CLASSIC: No Team Score

At MCC Meet: 4th of 4

At Notre Dame Inv: No Team Score

OUTDOOR
At Alabama Relays: No Team Score

At Wabash Inv: Cancelled

At Purdue Open: No Team Score

At Depauw Inv. 4th of 8

At Miami (Ohio) Inv: No Team Score

At Indiana State Inv: 7th-tie of 9

At Mt. Sac Relays: No Team Score

WOMEN'S TRACK

INDOOR
At Eastern Illinois Inv.: No Team Score

BUTLER OPEN: No Team Score

BUTLER CLASSIC: No Team Score

At Indiana Intercollegiate: 3rd of 7

CANNON IV CLASSIC: No Team Score

At MCC Meet: 2nd of 4

At Notre Dame Inv.: No Team Score

OUTDOOR
At Alabama Relays: No Team Score

At Purdue Open: No Team Score

At Depauw Inv: 1st of 6

At Sea Ray Relays: No Team Score

At Miami (Ohio) Inv: No Team Score

At Indiana State Inv: 8th of 8

At Mt. Sac Relays: No Team Score
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BASEBALL
(26-21)

L-At Austin Peay, 3-8

L-At Austin Peay, 0-4

L-At Austin Peay, 0-4

W-Fairfield*, 7-1

W-North Carolina A & T*, 7-2

W-At North Carolina*, 3-1

L-Fairfield*, 6-8

W-At UNC-Greensboro*, 3-1

L-At Wake Forest*, 8-15

W,L- UW-MILWAUKEE, 6-4, 4-10

W - CINCINNATI, 17-16

W - lUPUI, 8-0

W, W - NORTHERN ILLINOIS, 9-0, 6-3

L - At Notre Dame, 0-3

L,L At Ball State, 11-12,8-9

L - At Huntington, 6-9

W, L - At Detroit 2-0, 0-1

L, L-At Detroit, 0-1,7-11

L - At Marian, 8-13

W, L - CLEVELAND STATE, 8-6, 8-11

W, W - lUPUI, 8-0

W - lUPUI, 15-4

W - INDIANA WESLEYAN, 10-5

W - WRIGHT STATE, 10-8

W, L - Wright State, 8-4, 5-6

L, W - Wright State, 0-1, 4-3

L - At Purdue, 5-7

W - INDIANA TECH, 6-5

W, W - At Illinois-Chicago, 7-3, 11-12

W, W - At Illinois-Chicago, 2-1, 5-4

L - LOUISVILLE, 4-8

W, W - CLEVELAND, 13-2, 4-3

L - Northern Illinois*, 11-15

L - Wis.-Milwaukee#, 5-9

*—Spring Trip

#— MCC Tournament @ Butler
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Baseball

The program has im-

proved incredibly during my
four years. This senior class

is Coach Farley's first recruiting

class and this is our chance to

pull together and see how good we
can be.

Lee Micheals, senior
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Softball

Our team is somewhat still

young—mostly sophomores.

Our defense is probably our stron-

gest aspect. The freshmen are also

very strong and have made a great im-

pact on our team.

Jennifer Heminger, junior

SOFTBALL
(13-29)

W - Holy Cross*, 10-5

L - Dayton*,2-4

W - Siena*, 10-0

L - Tennessee Tech*, 1-4

W - New Haven*, 2-1

L - Manhatten*, 4-5

W - Niagara*, 6-5

W - Iona*,3-2

L - Northern Ilhnois*, 1-6

L - At Purdue#,0-10

L, L - Eastern Michigan*, 1-4, 1-6

W,L- At Dayton, 4-2, 1-4

W,L - At Detroit Mercy, 2-0, 0-3

L, L - NE ILLINOIS, 1-0, 2-0

L, L - At Notre Dame, 5-0, 8-0

W, L - At Eastern Illinois, 3-1, 2-7

W - Southern IIlinois'7c, 4-1

L, L - Wis.-Green Bay%, 2-13, 3-4

L, L - WRIGHT STATE, 0-1, 0-1

L - At Loyola, 4-3

L, L - At Evansville, 1-9, 0-5

W, W - CLEVELAND STATE, 4-2, 3-2

L, L - ILLINOIS-CHICAGO, 1-3, 1-2

L, L - NORTHERN ILLINOIS, 0-5, 1-4

L, W - Wis.-Green Bay, ** 2-8, 1-0

W - Loyola**, 3-2

L - Clevland State##, 0-6

L - Wis.-Green Bay##, 0-8

*— Florida Spring Trip

#— Purdue Tournament
%— Western Illinois Tournament
**— At Merrillville High School

##— MCC Tournament, Dekalb, 111
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WOMEN'S TENNIS
(8-11)

MEN'S TENNIS
(12-7)

Fall Record: 4-4

SPRING:
L-Bowling Green, 0-7

L-At Illinois State, 0-7

L-At St. Louis, 4-5

W-Missouri @ Illinois State, 8-1

L-At Illinois-Chicago, 2-7

W - WIS.-MIWAUKEE, 6-3

W - At Eastern Illinois, 6-3

L - DePAUW, 3-6

At MCC Tournament: 4th of 8

Fall Record: 4-0

SPRING:
W-Cincinnati @ lU, 4-3

L-At Indiana, 2-5 * -

W-At Bradley, 6-0

W-Northern Iowa @ Bradley, 6-0

L-At Florida International*, 0-7

L-At Florida Atlantic*, 3-4

W-At Bethune-Cookman*, 8-3

L-At Indiana State, 3-4

W-At Eastern Illinois, 6-1

W - ILLINOIS-CHICAGO, 5-2

Apr. 7 - W. KENTUCKY - Cancelled

L-At Northern Illinois, 1-6

L - BOWLING GREEN, 3-4
;

W - XAVIER, 7-0

At MCC Tournament: 2nd of i\

*— Florida Spring Trip
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Men's and Women's

"Jfennis

This year, we have put

more emphasis on aerobic

training, which has proved
successful. We are in better

shape and ready to play. I think

we have a good chance to win in

our matches.

Betsy VeVerka, sophomore
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Salvation

one

Drop

followed by another

Drop

slowly, then swiftly

an obsidian stream splashes

against the steamed glass

Ahh!

the captivating smell grabs

my nose and pulls

me out of bed

I reach out a blurry

hand? and grab

the coffee pot. my other hand

reaches for my mug.

at six A.M. the caricature

characteristics of my "Grumpy Dwarf" mug seem

LARGER.
the face is a mirror of my essence.

sip.

I need a "Happy Dwart"" mug.

Mark Schwentker
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Friday Night Out

Clear, cold, ice cubes clinked against the sides of a thick

glass

magnifying a lonely slice of green lime.

She pursed her scarlet lips and raised the glass so a thin

double-barreled straw slipped between them

and silently sucked in the potent liquid.

Two eyes, lined meticulously with black and brushed lashes

flashed a deep brown light with the prospect

or probability of trouble.

The ends of her wheat hair slightly split

and sprayed tousled about a face

that wore expressions as casually as an old sweater.

Waiting restless, but in full knowledge

it was just another Friday night

in a stale bar, like a snuffed out ciaarette butt.

Chicken Tonight

Do you mean to say it's chicken tonight

with mustard glaze

and spears of broccoli?

Sweet-n-sour and Hawaiian, in beds of rice,

casserole, skinless, stir-fried with snow peas,

pattied and slid into a bun with low-cal cheese.

God! Enough! See your penitent chicken

head bent to the earth, scratching out a prayer,

praying for dark meat and fatty constitution

to be spared from salad and fajitas-lunch!

And at dinner

in despair Craig dances the Chicken Dance

sings "I feel like chicken tonight,"

lifting bowed heads eyeing their breasts

and listening to the crackle of ice cooling soda-

lifting kitchen help's humor

Grouped closely at the small table, jostling elbows,

laughing hard once at two girls spilling gravy

simultaneously on their sweats;

from several mouths strew pieces of rice and broccoli

over the others, on the table and floor.

The wrathful house-mom, fork in fist, striking the table

to regain some order, and the girls quickly obey.

Little later Randy slips sly into the dining room,

grinning, straight into the milling, chatting group

waiting to hand me plates and silver through the window.

He snaps his wipecloth at them and they shriek, scatter about,

their napkins fluttering to the floor.

Dazed I watch the chicken breasts bobbing

disgusting, gravy-soaked down the disposal

watching girls stamp over rice, handling me plates

loathing tonight my job and chicken.

Matthew Burden

Reiiee Kilstiue Nicholson
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have you ever stood by a doorway a secret portal trying to decide

how to put your first foot forward wondering if you should

contemplating your life to come to an only decision of life you

missed me by a mile i missed you by a smile we caressed our

beings in the sensation of love only to find that it wasn't truly

there only a mirage of my thirsty soul longing for the taste of

your salty blood to run through my child's veins to see him

skipping holding your hand as i would have once to see you raise

his giggling body high above your head spinning around in

circles spinning spinning past me in the delusion that i created for

myself to make my soul feel more compassionate towards this

life i stand in your doorway waiting for my body to make its first

move to new life to new freedom, you missed me smile you

missed my last lonely mile

Jessica Harris

The Ice Cream Man

Here he comes, it's the Ice Cream

Man

—

playing his jingly-jangly tune.

"Dad. do you have a dollar?"

The Ice Cream Man is coming.

"Hurry up dad! Here he comes, here he comes!
!"

His truck is white with a big pink cone on the side.

He floats along the road with his hand waving out

the

window.

Gosh, he's so close.

I can smell that rocky road.

"SLOW DOWN," I scream,

as I run 'til I sweat.

All I want is an eskimo pie...

But the Ice Cream Man gives me the finger

and drives right by.

Burning Bees

Turn my insides out

Revealing, and reeling all my insecurities

Don't say it's up to me
You've taken the bees from the hive

Might as well make some honey

Be Honest

Feed the nectar into my bloodstream

...to calm my fears, you beg

On your knees boy

Then turn away

Turn my insides out

Cause me pain

Bum the panties in my drawer

Dry your lips on my collar And walk away

Run through the rivers

The way the river runs

Oh, my dear Turn away from the rapids

and Shut Up
and row

You turn me
You turn my insides out

You throw me
Shove the toast in my mouth

Cause the teeth to grind

Pass around the tin

He needs to spit me out insides exposed

splattered against the walls

Scribbled upside-down

In Greek, In Latin, In French

the words, the meanings

the bees busy themselves

You eat the toast

You spread the honey

I'm willing and wanting

Craving of foods and fits

No one knows you like I

I have known you Back when

How I turned you

How I blew the wind that eroded the mountains

I allowed you to pick me roses from our garden together

The one we built

With roses and bees

Megan Mills

Melissa Fulks
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Bumblebee's Impotent Flight

Soft inner dance upon a whispered past.

Silent lucid sighs swirl high in memory,

A shadow murmur whose meaning never lasts.

Like Dali's thoughts caused by a Bumblebee.

A Calmed night's dance upon a wilting wick.

As sculpted rivers drips colors into snow.

Clouds dodge falling sand under liquid lids.

As the still wolf 'wakens to Vincent's crows.

This naked dreamer seeks not the Underground,

Nor knotted ropes or raptured lonely knights.

Psyche, sin, soft watch, and new-found sounds.

And too, he yearns, for new enlightened sights.

A rippled mirror shines a hardened face.

But look within the stream, hope can be traced.

Kevin Meek

Strawberry Picking

He pressed his knees deep

Into damp

Black furrows yet unreached

By the sun's unwinking gaze.

My grandfather was

Quiet. He carefully

Clipped the voluptuous fruit

From its meager strand.

Meanwhile,

Dancing bare-toed between the untrodden berries,

And stepping not

Quite so delicately in his heavy bootprints,

I keep my impatient eye always

On his gray felt cap.

Every winter

The hollow-bellied deep freeze in the bam
Hungrily receives the fruit

—

Crushed shortcake berries and quarts of freezer jam
For a toasted bagel

Or fresh warm bread.

This spring we are greeted by the bursting

Ripeness of the familiar strawberry patch.

I lead a withered hand

Across the dark, dry dirt and catch

What his feeble joints

Shake roughly to the earth.

Red berries dropped

From their greeness which soon

I will make

Into jam.

Melissa Burden 119
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^he seniors were turned loose into the hard world, scrambling to find jobs and

security, like a nest of sea turtles racing to the waves before they are taken by the gulls.

What was left was the empty nest; campus was deserted but for a few students, and the

Greek

worked all

houses were quieter than usual. Those of us left behind

day or went to class and studied. Once every couple of weeks

we wandered into Broad Ripple to eat in the evenings outside at

Luna or La Jolla. The heat made us drowsy and relaxed, and we

Mezza

didn't feel

like exercising, so we put on our ripped Umbros from high school, our t-shirts and just talked

ourselves through the dog days like we never would at any other times in our lives. Searching

forAC or shade or breezes with new

peoplewewould neverhave believed

friends our loneliness found-

we would have met or liked—we

were contented til the end. The summer could not have been long enough.
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James Adduci

Lansing, IL. Biology

Asheley Allen

Parkersburg. WV, Psychology

Jill Allen

Covington, IN, Marketing

Cristin Anderson

Bluffton, IN, Accounting

Laura Baire

Martinsville, IN, Accounting

Heather Ball

Louisville, KY, Pharmacy

Amanda Bell

Terre Haute, IN, Chemistry

Karen Bochenczak

Alsip, IL, Speech Language

Pathology

Eva Boldridge

Carmel, IN, Biology

Jodi Bridges

Gulfport, MS, Theatre

Kara Brinkerhoff

Garrett, IN, Marketing

Kara Brophy

Elk Grove Village, IL, Pharmacy

Emily Brown
Logansport, IN, English

Heidi Browne

Lynn, IN, Pharmacy

Karma Byers

Muncie, IN, Marketing

Matthew Carlson

Fort Wayne, IN, Political Science/

English

Kimberly Collier

Indianapolis, IN, Pharmacy

Christen Conarroe

Centerville, IN, Speech Language

Pathology

Brian Connor

Brownsburg, IN, Marketing

Melanie Crump
Sullivan, MO, Biology
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Christa Cummings
Greenfield. IN, English

Lana Cummins
Madison. IN. Pharmacy

Marcy De Voe

Carmel. IN. Secondary Education

Anastasia Demos
Indianapolis. IN. Public Corporate

Communications

Tami Depasse

Terre Haute. IN, History

Joseph Dewey
Newburgh. IN. Economics

Robert Duckworth

Alma. MI. Physics

Jennifer Eck

Plymouth, IN, Speech Language

Pathology
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April Elliott

Knightstown, IN, Music Educa-

tion

Eric Evans

Goshen, IN, Biology

Holly Evans

Steelton, PA, Dance

Ann Ewbank
Indianapolis, IN, English

Carrie Finch

East Peoria, IL, Elementary

Education

Jesus Florido

Indianapolis, IN, Performance

Amy Fonts

Seymour, IN, Speech Language

Pathology

Amy Frink

Hobart, IN, Elementary Education

Bethany Fry

Washington, IN, Secondary

Education

Kimberly Gillihan

Muncie, IN, Speech Language

Pathology

Marty Haisma

Warsaw, IN, Accounting

Beth Harrah

Terre Haute, IN, Pharmacy

Lisa Jenkins

Salem, OH, Performing Arts

Music

Michael Jewett

Munster, IN, Marketing

Shannon Kalmer

Peoria, IL, Sociology

Alisa Kellogg

Jeffersonville, IN, Finance

Erin Kinkade

St John, IN, Elementary Educa-

tion

Katherine Koester

Greenwood, IN, Accounting

Marcia Kramer

Decatur, IL, Elementary Educa-

tion

Katherine Kurek

franklin, IN, Psychology
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Kara Lassen

Fort Wayne, IN, Religion

Sarah Laswell

Terre Haute, IN, Pharmacy

Kimberly Lubbehusen

Fort Wayne, IN. Pharmacy

Lyn Maddox
Lexington, KY, Public Corporate

Communications

Amy Marsh
Indianapolis, IN, Elementary

Education

Jennifer McKinney

Terre Haute, IN, Pharmacy

Angelan McKnight

Fishers, IN, Psychology

Stacy Meisberger

Holton, IN, Pharmacy

Shawna Meyer

North Manchester, IN, Mathemat-

ics

Taryn Meyer

West Chester, PA, Arts Adminis-

tration Da

Arianne Michalek

Rochester, NY, English

Shannan Miller

South Bend, IN, English

Melissa Moreno
Miami, FL, Speech Language

Pathology

Bradly Murphey
Elkhart. IN, Accounting

Michelle Murray
Virginia Beach, VA, Dance/

Psychology

Carol Nolan

Carmel, IN, Pharmacy

Heather Notestine

Angola, IN, Undeclared

Justin O'Malley

Indianapolis, IN, Secondary

Education

Melinda Oaks

Kokomo, IN, Music Education

Julie Offutt

Connersville, IN, Pharmacy
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Ailisyn Paino

Port Washington. NY, Dance

Gretchen Palamara

Howell, NJ, Peiforming Arts

Piano

Veronica Patton

Bolingbrook. IL, Music Educa-

tion

Andrea Pfanstiel

Indianapolis. IN, Speech Lan-

guage Pathology

Amanda Pleak

Greenfield, IN. Music Theory &
Composition

Sandy Porter

Logansport, IN. Accounting

Tonya Quick

Jeffersonville. IN, Biology

Karen Rehm
Elkhart. IN, Elementary Educa-

tion

Jennifer Ross

Lebanon. IN. Accounting

Stephanie Russell

Fort Wayne, IN. Theatre

Joan Sanders

Shelbyville. IN. Secondary

Education

Melissa Schieber

Logansport. IN, Finance

Brenda Seager

Conewango Valley, NY, History

Jiten Shah

Indianapolis. IN. Accounting

Rachel Sims

Columbus. IN. Marketing

Tammica Smith

Indianapolis, IN, Elementary

Education

WilUam Soards

Indianapolis, IN, TelecomiTiunica-

tion A.rts

Christiane Sola

Glen Ellyn, IL, Arts Administra-

tior,

Rachel St.Peter

Michigan City. IN, Biology

Amy Steffen

Valparaiso, IN, Biology
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Clara looks toward her prince

under the watchful eye of the

Snow Queen. Butler Ballet's The

Nutcracker has traditionally been

an Indianapolis holiday favorite.

The snow scene is the finale of the

first Act.

Lisa Steponavicius

Fort Myers, FL, Interna-

tional Management

Sara Stocke

Flora, IL, Elementary

Education

Rachel Stoeppler

Durham, NC, International

Studies

Kimberly Stoudinger

Angola, IN, Accounting

Emily Swiatek

Richfield, OH, Journalism

Cassandra Towsey

Port Royal, PA, Dance

My-Duyen Tran

Columbus, IN, Computer

Science

Rodney Velardi

Toms River, NJ, Secondary

Education

Alicia Vonderheide

Indianapolis, IN, Marketing

Tiffany Yonker

O'Fallon, IL, Finance

Julie Youngman
Osgood, IN, Chemistry
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Anna-Lissa Abad

Daniel Abbott

Conine Abella

Amy Adams

Mark AJJer

Mohamed Al-Sh,ihi

Amv Albert

Sonya Allen

Cindy AUgeier

Carin Aloisio

Heather Alterson

Kristin Ambuehl

Nadia Amruso

Amv Anderson

Jason Anderson

Kelly Anderson

Thomas Anderson

Jennifer Andrews

Rebecca Andrews

Marcy Armbruster

Julie Arnold

Delia Askew

Stephen Aydt

Sarah Babington

Lyndell Bade

Sarah Bahr

Kelly Bailey

Leigh Bailey

Amanda Baker

Andrea Baker

Lesia Bakowski

Erin Baldwin

Rebecca Balvich

Tony Bakara

Kelley Barber

Jennifer Barbieri

Nina Barchha

Kristin Barlo

Jeffrey Bamd
Miriam Barr

Laurie Barrett

Jennifer Barrick

Alice Bartanen

Jay Bartholomew

Rebecca Baumann

Kelly Baylor

Courtney Bay<»

Andrea Beacii

Carrie Becker

Michelle Beeker

Julie Beesley

Laura Beeson

Scott Beier

Caryn Bejczy

MiraBell

Charlotte Berger
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David Bergner

Molly Bernstein

Jaime Berr>'

Kristin Bevington

Kelli Biggerstaff

Laura Black

Kelli Blankenbaker

Mindy Blazek

Jennifer Boesch

Sarah Bohl

Stephanie Bondi

Allison Bonez

Stephanie Bonjack

Meghan Boots

Kathleen Bothwell

Gregory Bovenkerk

Michelle Bowen

Tayisha Boyd

Taniara Bradbury

Paul Brennan

Jennifer Brigas

Bret Blight

Steven Brisco

Kathryn Britton

Melissa Broughton

Lindsey Brown

Sara Brou n

Jennifer Bruce
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Robert Bmyn
Quinton Br\an

Valerie Bryant

Stacia Buechler

Lance BuUerdick

Richard Buri:.;ii

Heather Bum

Bradley Burnett

Latonya Burrows

Hillary Buschelnian

Leslie Bush

Mary Butler

Pamela Byers

Katherine Cahill

Kimberly Cain ^^^^
Hope Canter Ji^^^.

Diane Carmichael Jr K
Elizabeth Carmichael J1 '"^k

Christina Cass mL ' ^J^
Neal Cassady Mm iBL
Joanna Cerri

• ¥
Lucy Cetin _

Jennifer Chan ^' *^

Kimberly Chapel 1 \

Kelly Chase 1 " ^
Cassandra Chumley * * k

Mark Churchill Afe' /^^
April Clark AmW^^

Stefanie Clark

Brian Cobb

Kelly Cochran

Sarah Cole

Kimberly Collier

Kristina Collier

Jennifer Comet

Jennifer Conner

Julie Connors

Sean Conrad

Cameron Cook

Colleen Cope

Jeanne Costerison

John Country

Christina Coumane

Kristina Coy

Courtney Cranfill

Tonya Criner

Heather Cunningham

Ryan Curry

Irene Dagartzikas

Christina Dailey -V ^^
Krisien Dale tSSS^

'Alexander Dan-Ivan jm/^Wk
Kelly Daugherty W^ ^^B

Marshelle Daw kins w^MShannon DeCarli

Staci Dewitt

! f
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Butler Symphony Orchestra's Halloween concert resur-

rected the Bradys and was said to have brought out the

child in some (literally).

Neil Diamente

Carrie Diekmann

Shannon Diilard

Shellie Dixon

Caroline Doerfler

Sarah Donoghue

Carolyn Doonan

Brandi Draper

Tenley Drescher

Patrick Dwyer

Jennifer Dykstra

Shawnae Easter

Angela Eckstein

Patricia Edwards

Alison Egolf

Angela Elek

Sara Eley

Lisa Elliott

Mark Ellis

Amanda Elser

Da\ id Endre

Michael Enstrom

Jennifer Epple

Michaela Essling

Iva Evans

Meagan Everett

Megan Farley

Erin Fech
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Jason Felders

Sarah Fisher

Shannon Fiske

MeUssa Fitch

Karen Fkick

Angela Foh

Juiie Fouls

Jennifer Frankhn

Anna Freeman

Enk Friedman

Stephanie Fuhrman

Zachar)' Fuqua

MeUssa Gagen

Heather Gallagher

Angela Galligher

Gregory Garcia

Elizabeth Gaunt

Mindy George

Todd Gemady
Bjom Gieseck

Carrie Giger

Wendy Gilson

Leslie Gimher

Jessica Goldsand

Janeen Golomb

Adam Gomhos

Laura Goodenow

Danielle Goodman

Allison Gordon

Matthew Gordon

Jennifer Gorski

Sarah Gourley

Leslie Green

Julie Gremmels

Gretchen Grooms

Elizabeth Gross

Kellie Gunn
Ambra Haake

Melissa Haff

Christine Haines

Michael Haisten

Maraye Hall

Tony Hamilton

Laura Hamlin

Victoria Hammond
Jennifer Hankins

Jason Hanna

Monica Hanson

Sarah Harmon

A;irie Harner

Stacy Harris

Nicole Karlmann

Dav.n Hay.vorth

Brian Hcaiey

Carrie Heater

Melyssa He-jden
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Mountain Biking and Volunteering were Butler's

hottest new trends. Budding film maker Bo
Krabbe proudly cares for his new Cannondale,

one of the vast number of models to dot the

campus. Heather Gallagher helps to make a

child's Christmas a httle brighter through the

Giving Tree Program

.f-iS Angela Heeringa

Samantha Heiman

Joel Heine

Erin Heisel

Jeffrey Henney

Jill Herridge

Gretchen Hess

Heidi Hickman

Corinne Hinckley

Adam Hoagland

Kerri Hochgesang

Heather Hodge

Allison Hoeltzel

Jennifer Hoemann

Laura Hooper

Robin Hopkins

John Horvath

Allison Hosteller

Thomas Hulben

Kristen Hummer
Brooke Huntington

Stephanie Inniger

Nikola Ivankovic

Joseph Jacobs

Laura Jacobson

Jennifer Jahnssen

Debra Jakielski

Stacy James
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Jennifer Jaroszeu ski

Timothy Jolianning

Carrie Johnson

Megan Johnson

Nathan Johnson

Angela Johnston

Emilv Jones

Jennifer Jones

Melissa Joy

Emily Jungers

Thomas Kaminski

Melissa Kapellusch

Sarah Kaufman

Jennifer Keener

Mary Keers

Sonya Keinath

Nanette Kelley

Denise Kerr

Nikkole Kespohl

Loralee Kilgore

Scott Kirch

James Kissling

Lori Klasing

Angel Klaus

Amy Klaviter

Angela Klecka

Kelley Kleinknight

Melissa Kliethermes

Michael Klocke

Valerie Knoke

Jayne Koby

Cara Koch

Tracey Koch

Paul Kolman

Kelly Korelitz

Kurt Kraft

Cheryl Kras

Justina Krause

Michael Krempec

Joy Kruger

Allison Krysa

Amanda Kurth

Lindsay LaMar
Marie Lai

Jessica Lakin

April Lambert

Mary Ellen Landes

Jennifer Lauer

Tricia Lawson

Jason Leet

John Lehner

Megan I^mberg

Melissa Lemberg

Amanda Levine

Michelle L:r&cn

Jayne Lind^j.hii
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Marlea Mann
Christopher Manning

Laura Manson

Deneal Manwaring

Christie Marcuni

Jennifer Marlow

Jane Marsh

Kelly Marshall

Polly Manin

Elizabeth Mascari

Jennifer Mason

Kristin Mason

Kara Massey

Amy Masten
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Kristine Masur

Alyson Matthews

Thomas May
Lynsie May

Sarah Mc Bride

Joanne Mc Cormick

Ryan Mc Cormick

Wade Mc Coy

Mehssa Mc Cuen

Katherine Mc Daniel

Anne Mc Donald

Sarah Mc Donald

Ann Mc Farland

James Mc Gowan

Carey Mc Graw

Kathleen Mc Intyre

Deborah Mc Kee

Colleen Mc Naughton

Lisa Mc Naughton

Alan Mc Neer

Lisa Mc Queen

Kimberly Meismger

Julie Melvin

Shannon Menear

Rachel Mercer

Carolyn Metzger

Amy Meyer

Peggy Meyer

Angela Mikesell

Heather Miller

Jennifer Miller

Karen Miller

Marcy Miller

Michael Miller

Karen Mills

Emily Mirro

Karen Moe
Stephanie Moehle

Patrick Moor

Barrett Moore

Von Moore

Beth Moran

Matthew Mougey

Melanie Muntzinger

Ann Murphy

Cara Murphy

Carrie Nagel

Angela Nagy

Christopher Narbone

Pamela Nash

Sarah Neal

Lesley Nearpass

Carma Nelson

Stacy Newman
Amber Newton

r-lKthirvn Nimnlcht
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Allisyn Paino, Lisa

Bostwick, and Melanie

Sistrunk prepare to put

on their makeup before a

Butler Ballet performance.

Ryan Noggle

Matthew Nortan

Ashlie Norton

Karen Novak

Steven Novak

Kimberly O'Brien

Ginger O'Neal

Mehnda Oaks

Shayna Odle

Nicole Oesterling

Thomas Oestreich

Sommer Ogle

Erica Olsen

Michael Ososki

Judith Pacey

Lisa Paff

Eric Palm

Andrea Panetta

Sharon Parris

Lisa Patrickus

Joni Patterson

Carmelia Pearson

Michael Ptlugner

Kimberly Phegley

Valene Piehl

Andrea Pierros

Pamela Piecrowsky

Bnan Pitz
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Tricia Plagge

Michelle Porter

Jarrod Prather

Dana Preston

Grant Price

Mary-Audrey Proop;.

Matthew Proust

Carrie Prouty

Ehzabeth Prusak

Allison Pulliam

Audrey Purmort

Andrea Queen

Alissa Rager

Drew Ragsdale

Shannon Ramey
Joanna Randolph

Allana Ratekin

Amy Ream
Sarah Redmond

Christina Reed

Angela Reedy

Keith Rehrer

Joanna Reier

Amy Rentfrow

Kari Reynolds

Sarah Rice

Christina Richardson

Kristie Richardson

Scott Richardson

Michael Riddle

Meghan Ridoux

Erica Riggle

David Riggs

Kimberly Rinehart

Barbara Rinehold

Danielle Ringuette

Nikole Risner

Thomas Ritter

Marta Ritz

Courtney Roberts

Megan Roberts

Kristin Robinson

Melanie Rocha

Jessica Roeder

Alicia Rucinski

Leanna Rudisel

David Rueth

Margaret Sadler

Meredith Samson

Rae Sanbloom

Wendy Sanders

Christina Sauley

Candice Sauls

Jennifer Schaafsma

Amy Schemekau

Vtchssa Schieber
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The canal serves as a home for

Butler's favorite neighbors, the

ducks.

Amy Schieber

Jennie Schooler

Sara Schwartz

Staci Secrest

Jennifer Seddelmeyer

Gina Segally

Kellv Senn

Monica Shah

Erin Sheehan

Manah Sheffel

Julie Shipp

Heather Shockney

Julie Short

Carrie Sieglitz

Joli Simmons

Heather Simnick

Dana Simonetti

Carolyn Simpson

Sonya Sims

Amanda Slaughter

Kimberlv Sluss

Laura Slusser

HiieySmalluood

Heather Smedberg

Cathleen Smith

Heather Smith

Kevin Smith

Laura Smith
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Meghan Smith

Shelby Smothers

Nathan Smurdon

James Snodgrass

Trischa Speicher

Michele Stack

Michelle Stahl

Sara Stark

Rachel Stehing

Jill Steenstrup

Jeremy Stephenson

Michele Stevenson

Matt Stewart

Heather Stockdell

Cynthia Stone

Heather Stouder

Laurel Streitmatter

Norman Stremming

Michelle Stubblefield

Jennifer Stumpf

Nancy Sturwold

Kelly Swan

Catherine Switalski

Phillip Switt

Andrea Taff

Elisa Taraska

Abigail Taylor

Billie Taylor

Billie Taylor

Bethani Teegardin

Jami Thompson

Kathleen Tiemey

Rebecca Tillou

Adam Timm
Erica Traylor

Andrea Tremblay

Tracy Tyndall

Melissa Tyner

Amy Ulrich

Giacomo Ungaro

Thomas Urick

Jennifer Vallone

Amy Van Arsdol

Anne Van Bruaene

Kristin Vamess

Ashley Vaughan

Frances Vazquez

Brian Vena

Elizabeth Veverka

Sheilla Vichaikul

Julie Vilt

Timothy Volpert

Amy Vonderheide

Amy Voss

Ktlli Wallen

Claud.; WaiTen
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No caption would truly do this photo justice.

Wtiitney Warthen

Heather Watko

Kelly Weaver

Robin Webb
Lori Weber

Cassandra Weinstein

Brian Wenrick

David Wenrick

Leanna Werner

Amanda White

Beth Whitehouse

Jason Whitmer

Stacy Whitsett

Erika Wichmann

Jennifer Wietzke

Lori Wilds

Todd Wilham

Tracy Wilhelm

Jennifer Wilkerson

Kathenne Wilks

Janelle Wilhams

Laurie Williamson

Daniel Wilson

Shawn Wood
Jennifer Woodruff

Julie Wynn
Heather Wys
Kara Yeakley

Rachael Zahrbock

Corey Zarse

Angela Zimpleman

Stephanie Zollner

Melissa Zvto
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Don't let ''"h^ ™220 copier from Ricoh

«.i«*ar Tiay appear small but it delivers
appearances

b,q ,|j„g results... quickly,

fool you! reliably and affordably.

Compact in size, this energy

saving copier produces powerful

results thanks to a wide variety of

productivity enhancing features

like a quick first copy speed,

way reduction and

enlargement, job

programming and

optional automatic

duplexing and sorting.

best of all, it's from

Ricoh... a name synonymous

with quality.

VanAusdall
+Farrar^^

KIGti'

317/ 634-2913

Financial
Group

The Principal Edg&

Your edge on the

future'"" ...

The Principal Financial Group®

Des Moines, Iowa 50392-0001
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abaft 5lftcV*-ts ?

When you consider our interns, the term "slacker" isn't exactly accurate. Last

year, our leading college agents averaged in excess of $16,000. if you'd label

yourself more of a self-starter, this is the internship for you.

Northwestern
Mutual Life'

The Quiet Company''

Robert P. Roberts, Jr., Agent
317/846-4291

Jennifer Jonas, Agent

317/238-6605

f'!996 The Nofthueslern Mutual Lite Insuwnce Conip.inv • Milw.iukee, \VI 6016-0"

We Are Ready
to Meet You

At Ceo. S. Olive &
Co. (GSO), we believe

inyourcareerdevel-

opment. Real possi-

bilities for advance-

ment exist at CSO,

outstanding achieve-

ments are readily

recognized, and ef-

forts are rewarded.

If you are ready to

join a regional ac-

counting firm with a

national reputation

for the highest stan-

dards of excellence,

find out when CSO
will visit Butler Uni-

versity.

IGEQS. OLIVE SCO

COULD YOUR WORK
EXHIBIT AT THE LOUVRE?

Monsanto's does. Our Saflex brand interlaycr—commonly used in

car windshields to prevent shattering—protects the enigmatic portrait

of the Mona Lisa.

Our researchers have also created one of the best drugs available

for treating high blood pressure. Some are developing genetically

improved crops. Others recently perfected the first all-natural fat

substitute.

At Monsanto, there's a world of opportunity we're passing on to the

best and brightest MBA graduates. New managers take responsibility

for developing plans for growth of new businesses. Other challenges
include analyzing the strategic directions of business units and
redesigning business processes.

Please send your resume to the Office of Professional Staffing and
University Relations, 800 North Lindbergh Drive, Mail Zone C2NB,
Dept. NWLIS, St I^uis, MO 63167, Attn: Valentino Martinez. An equal

opportunity employer, m/f/d/v.

Monsanto
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Eaton& Lauth
Real Estate Services

BUTLER BULLDOGS

848-6500

Congratulations to the

Butler Uniuersity

Graduates of 1996

1 -800-ADT-4636
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FOUNDATIONS
IN EDUCATION

Atherton Union, Butler University

Verkler Incorporated is proud to have played a part in the development and construction of Atherton Union. This

cooperative effort on the part of the students and Administration shows the importance of establishing a solid founda-

tion for the future of Butler University. Verkler Incorporated believes in helping to build the futures of our clients and
friends. We are excited to have participated in yours.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS - CONSTRUCTION I^ANAGERS

Verkler Incorporated, 7240 Georgetown Road, Indianapolis, IN 46268 (317) 297-7054

Verkler Incorporated, 4406 Technology Drive, South Bend, IN 46628 (219) 232-5801
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^sjsi^i^^stfflcts^

Wm. F. Freije. Inc.
ENGINEERS • DESIGNERS • CONSTRUCTORS
6450 Gulon Road
P.O. Box 68597
Indianapolis, IN 46268
(317) 291-6130 • FAX (317) 297-7618

lechanical design and construction

inciuding plumbing, Ineating,

air conditioning, refrigeration,

and general piping work

24- Hour Service Department

Commercial and Industrial

Wm. F. Freije, Inc. appreciates

the opportunities we have had
to work with Butler University.

Sorris Brorlicrs COm Iiic,

We are proud to be a

partner in the

beautification of the

Butler University campus.

Morris Brothers Co., Inc.

2916 Bluff Road
Indianapolis, Indiana

Phone (317) 782-3883

General & Specialized Contractors

Since 1867

Honeywell, Inc.
Helping You Control Your World

Honeywell Inc. and Butler University have

been business partners for over 30 years.

We are proud to be associated with this

institution in helping to provide a conducive

learning environment for students. As a

long term partner we look forward to our

continued commitment in helping Butler

University to maintain a safe and

comfortable enviroimient.

Honeywell, Inc.

9355 Delegates Row
Indianapolis, IN 46240

(317)580-6000

Plumbing-Heating
Installation

Air Conditioning

Service

Proud ZoMave ISeenA Part

Of Zhe Zraditioii Of
Contiimed (growthAt
Butler Uiwerstttj

ISij Being Jiwolved Jii Zhe
Ongoing Campus
Jmpixweutents

JOHNSON-MELLOH, INC.

5925 Stockberger Place

P.O. Box 421070
Indianapolis, Indiana 46242

(317) 244-5993

Fax (317) 243-5777
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IRVING MATERIALS, INC.

to- tie ^utt&i ^fteuUiated^ of f996

8032 N. State Road 9

Greenfield, IN 46140
(317)921-3184

Congratulations, Graduates

INC.

1301 East IOth Street
(317) 639-5624

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46202
Fax (317) 684-9253

The pump & Motor Specialists

Spectrum
ILiKaiHnrnRKa

9901 E. 30th Street

Indianapolis, IM 46229
(317) 899-2899
r^ (317) 899-1135

^OH^natcUatioH^ to- 1^

^ f996f

WiNTHROP Supply Company, Inc.
Wholesale PLUMBrNO & Heatino Supplies

4851 WiNTHROP AVE. • Indl«4apolis,IN 46205
Telephone (3 17) 926-5367 • Fax (3 17) 926-5404

"Visit Our Contractor Showroom"

PASSENGER FREIGHT

ELEVATORS, INC.
"People iia make the difference!"

P.O. Box 7014' 35 S.Pine St.

Indianapolis, IN 46207 • Indianapolis, IN 46202

(317)231-2345 • Fax:231-2340

IIS
WEIHE ENGINEERS, INC.
10505 N. College Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46280

(317) 846-6611 (800) 452-6408
FAX: (317) 843-0546

MICHAEL L DeBOY
Vice President

General Manager

Civil Engineering - Land Surveys ~ Site Design

WATER SOFTENERS
• IRON FILTERS

^® RESIDENTIAL

j^~7\ l-tfj/tV
COMMERCIAL

^^^>^^WATER CONDITIONING, INC.

216 LAFAYETTE AVENUE
CRAWFORDSVILLE, INDIANA 47933 |

(317) 362-6340

1-800-367-6340

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING AND TESTING

* AIHA AccmlitedLab
* NVLAP Accndited Lab
* Building Assessment

& Documentation ® • EPA-AHERA Certified

Inspectors and
Management Planners

• 24-How Service

micro Qir^ inc.

Asbestos Surveys • Microbiology • Disaster Services • Air Monitoring

Bulk Analysis • Lead Testing • Water Testing • Infection Control

Epidemiology • Radon • Industrial Hygiene • Sick Building Syndrome

Phona: 317-293-1533 Fax: 317-290-3566
7132 Lakeview Parkway, West Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46268
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CARRIER CORPORATION
Building Systems & Services

Carriei

3936 Pendleton Way
Indianapolis, Indiana 46226

(317) 541-2470

(jol(Cm o(kdiam. Inc.

Sales • Service • Rentals

Congratulations,

Qradmtes of '961

1709 Madison Ave.

Indianapolis, IN 46225

(317) 637S0S1 Phone

(317) 637-8117 Fax
M E L E X
Authorized Dealer

TILE • TERRAZZO • MOSAIC • GRANITE

MARBLE • CARPET • VINYL • RUBBER • ATHLETIC

TILE • TERRAZZO • MOSAIC • GRANITE

MARBLE • CARPET • VINYL • RUBBER • ATHLETIC

WOOD • BRICK PAVERS • STONE

RESTORATION • MAINTENANCE SERVICES

2707 ROOSEVELT AVENUE INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46218

OFFICE (317) 632-9494

FAX 631-5567

HAVEL BROS.
CONTRACTORS • ENGINEERS
A DIVISION OF 5HAMBAUGH & SON

Process & Temperature Controls

Mechanical

Food Process & Refrigeration

Electrical

Water & Waste Treatment

Fire Protection

Congratulations, Graduates!

51 28 West 79th Street

Indianapolis, IN 46268
(317)872-4242

(317) 871-4600 fax

01LDERON
GGBR01HERS
DDVENDING
DCCO.

Locally Owned & Operated Since 1946

"No Other Company Represents Us"

9702 E. 30th Street

899-1234

Best Wishes Class of1996!

Shirley
Brothers

MORTUARIES

A Tradition

ofFamily Service

Since 1898

Oll'ciiiig Insurance-Funded Pre-Aiiaii};ed

Funeral Proorains

The Family to turn to when Your Family
Needs Help.

AdmJDistrative OfTices; 9606 E. Washington St.

897-9606
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Granbe 'Blower Sl^op

Proudly Supports

Butler University

(317)639-6431
3611 West 16th street

Indiapolis, IN 46222

to- tA& Q^ui/er- ^/Hic/uatesy ofyo/

11815 Technology Drive • Fishers, IN 46038

(317)577-2670 • Fax (317) 577-2680

Jo Better Serve Your Prescription Needs...

CARD

Prescription Drug Program

(317)337-1637 • 1-800-264-3505

DIVERSIFIED DATA SYSTEMS, INC. • INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

The

Harriott
Staff

Congrofulafes

The Class Of 19961

iif'

-if

Your Neighborhood Bar
For Over 40 Years!

52nd & College Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46205

Atl:
ice

S^pp^y

6800 East 30th Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46219
317 / 545-2141
317 / 645-0961 Fax

We would like to congratulate the

Sutler University class of 1996

and wish them luck in thefuture.

Indiana Financial Systems Inc.

BRANDT / SHARP Authorized Sales/Service

5131 E. 65th Street, Indianapolis, IN 46220

(317)257-6300 • (800)752-5868 • (317) 257-6329 FAX

Kb everything that's possible.

DREYER & REINBOLD INFINITI
(Corner of 1-465 & Keystone Ave.)

9370 \Vl,llley Dr., InJlanapol.s, IN

317-573-0222 1-800-837-0222
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Congratulations, Graduates!!

PALMER
DODGE
We Make Buying a Car a Breeze

4343 West 38th Street

(South ofLafayette Square)
Indianapolis, IN 46254

Ph: (317)293-6220
Fax: (317)297-4843

Engledtow
Group

The expertsfor your growing company image

Congratulatioos to the Graduates of '96!

rr^r^ 1100 East 116th Street

Carmel, IN 46032

(317)575-1100

FAX: (317)573-7339

eneral

communications
inc.

1103 Kentucky Avenue

Indianapolis, IN 46221

(317)638-4646

Joe Morgan
Owner

CIRCLE DESIGN GROUP, INC.

127 E. Michigan Street. Suite 100. Indianapolis. IN 46204
Telephone: 317-635-9838 Fax: 317-637-3511

/f \% w/fft greaf pkQ%{jre and

honor fhaf Circle Design Group, Inc.

conf/nues to serve the engineering

needs of BUTLER UNNERSm

GO BULLDOGSlll

HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING,
PLUMBING, FIRE PROTECTION,

LIGHTING and ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

yWINDOW HARDWARE, INC.

Con^f^ataiatms, Batief*- ^f^ads/

17319 Blaine Drive

Hogerstown, MD 21740

1-800-678-1919

Fox (301)797-2510

r\
DAYS INN

Congratulates the
1 996 Graduates of
Butler University

(317)293-6550

3740 N. High School Rd.
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KEEP THE
STEAM IN YOUR
RELATIONSHIP

Oakbrook Village is the hot spot in Indy for luxury apartment

living! We offer great amenities like whirlpool, sauna, steam baths.

exercise equipment, tennis courts, pool & more!

Student discounts!

OAKBROOK VILLAGE
APARTMENTS ^

CALL 293-5041 f=>
62nd & GEORGETOWN ^^,

Congratulations Butler Graduates!

Looking for a new
apartment home??
Lease an apartment at any NHP Community
listed below and pay NO application fee.*

13 Communities in Indianapolis!

1. Abington 298-8005

2. Spyglass 875-6600

3. Bent Tree 875-8088

4. Wind Drift 291-7700

5. Deercross 297-4700

6. Bayhead Village 298-7510

7. Pebble Point 297-1338

8. Fisherman's Village 299-4727

9. The Landings 251-3400

10. Cheswick 897-9200

11. Scandia 842-4005

12. Riverwood 842-2434

13. Woods Edge 849-9400

EQUAL HOUSING
oppoRTUNnr *Please present this ad on your first visit. Funiinire Reooli

0^M4

269-2545

CARPET FAIR
:U$A^

North

65th & Keystone

2529 East 65th Street

Indianapolis, IN 46220

(317)253-9222

South

135 & County Line

1285 North State Road 135

Greenwood, IN 46142

(317)888-0174

GREG HOLLINDEN KENT HOLLINDEN

CONTINENTAL
OFFICEFURNITURE

CONRAD KUCZYNSKI
President

36 South Pennsylvania

Indianapolis, IN 4620'f

(317)630-2315

Fax (3 17) 630-2337

0ene(^j:^^Jifk

'Quality Apartments Since 1947"

469-RENT
t^
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Improve The Air You Breathe

Air Duct Cleaning

Steamatic's original air duct cleaning service

can remove more than 82% of the mold,

yeast, and bacteria from your home or office.

• Fire and Water Damage Restorations

• Carpet, Upholstery & Drapery Cleaning

• 24 Hours - 7Day Emergency Service

Insured • Bonded • Free Estimates

\MATH
i! cicaninp A rcslorai

STEAMATIC.
lolal clcaninp A rcsloraiion

849-7500 • 888-7155 • 800-538-5378

5767 Park Plaza Ct. • Indianapolis

ESTABLISHED

205 East Palmer Street

Indianapolis, IN 46225
(317) 632-7226

7771 E. Washington St.

Indianapolis, IN 46219

(317)351-9477

(317) 351-0078 Fax

American Speedy
PRINTING CENT F R

A MITSUBISHI FUSO
TRUCK OF AMERICA, Inc.

D.O.T. INSPECTIONS

TUNE-UPS • BRAKES
ELECTRICAL & HYDRAULIC

ALIGNMENT & SUSPENSION

Qrveene'c

TRUCK/AUTO SERVICE NORTH
SERVICE PARTS LEASING

8811 ROBBINSROAD • INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46268

(J17)872'4I77

Congratulations

y

Butler University

Graduates of
1996!

Best ofLuck in

Your Future
Endeavors!

Ui'^^

I^^H
ED
EQUIPMENT

- Preventative Maintenance ("PM") Service
- Complete Lift Truck Rebuilding (Gas. LP Gas. Diesel, Electric)
- Hydraulic Cylinder Repair
- Electric Motor Rebuilding
- SCR and EV-1 Service - (Complete Conversions to GE SCR)
- Industrial Battery Reconditioning / Nev^ Battery & Charger Sales
- LP Gaa Conversions
- Tire Replacement (Solid and Pneumatic) Portable Tire Pressing
- All Make Hand Pallet Truck Repair / New Pallet Truck Sales

F».0. Box 2-489
Indian^ptolis. I ISI 46206

HARMS AUTO SUPPLY
102 N. COLLEGE AVE. • INDIANAPOLIS, IN 4B202

t^tk^fuuiuatat^ 1996

(317)632-7447 • 800-382-1234 • FAX (317) 636-4233
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Matthew Carlson eAitcrr

Julie Connors pAote cA'tter

Ann Ewbank cop\^ cAitDr

Amy Masten dSS'iStHHt cA'ttcr

Alison Stahl in^^mit cA'iter

pkotO'ttnmhiTs

Cara Koch
Sara Bahr

Trinity Hamilton

Chris Richardson

Andrea Zeokowski

Sarah Bahr

Deborah Bradburn

Melissa Snyder

Michelle Liffick

Holly Pricks

Stasia Demos
Megan Farley

Kelly Marshall

Laura Hooper
Kelly Senn

Marshelle Dawkins
Tony Reed

Robin Hurley

Matthew Burden

Joel Elliott

Krissy Varness

Matt Mills

Ori/f editorial staff members (top) include from

the left: Julie Connors. David Clark (advisor).

AnnEwbank. Matt Carlson, and Amy Masten.
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